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Thanks to Comnedore Canada , and in particular to
Frost winters and Armand Atolls , TPRK has received
the SO disks and the docum atatim for the updated
and salaried Namedere Educational Software
library . These programs will rue an the following
coqutars:

Comodere 64
PET 2001 (SASIC 2.0)
PET 4000 ( RASIC 2 .0 or 4.0)

(0 O 120 screens)
CIII 0032 (after loading A noting CM 4032 Y2)

because of the may Cheapen In this series, we are
chasgin the cede we use to Indicate this software.
Too will find that each listing now begins with an
-(E)'. This . (E)RA Is the first listing under the

hosting (slit each
business.

pregres) isl available 0. 1
tha

t disk
but until we have had sums experience with the
series , we can net predict for sure hew saay tapes
will be required for each listing . for now please
assume that 2 tapes are needed for one listing.

As Is the previous series , the programs under any
one heading whether It be E glith . Mathematics.
Science or technology , are listed alphabetically.
This may result to program for several school
levels appearing together to one listing.

Is" will find that some headings have bets modified
(e.g. French Is now Logics Francois), some have
bets eliminated (e.g. History ). and sate have been
added (e.g. Language. Logic and Problem Solving.
Music, Physical O Health Educatios )• Also, three
Special listings , designed speclficaly for the
amndere 64 , have been added . Yw will find these

at the and . listed as ( 5)01. (1 ) 02, and (003.

what follows 1s the listing of the programs I. the
•4w' Cemmedore Educational Software library as
well as the documentation for these program, watch
Includes:

Name of Program
Categery
Grade Level
PST Vector Analysis
History Size

Toronto Pet Users Group, Inc.

CATEGORY - trill. Cane , Shulatlon , Tutorial,
utility , fiber.

GRADE LEVEL - Early Childhood . Primary . Junior.
Istersedtate , Senior, College . or Trainable
mentally retarded.

PST VECTOR ANALYSIS - 3 naaeruic digits.

The first digit represents PRESENTATION, and the
valves are:

0 ' page twraing
2 - Input of single alpha /swseric
4 - Alpha /numeric malpelatien
6 • hoe-interactive graphics
O - Interactive tact/mlasted graphics

The second digit represents STIRKTORE, and the
values are. -

0 • Mon-progressive
2 • Problem level progression
4 - Eraachiq/rwadial
6 Variations teacher controlled
S - Variation controlled by student later-

action

The third digit represents TRACKING, and the values
are:

0 - No marks given ("a tracking)
2 - Mark MO for program only
4 - Coss lve marking14
6 - Harks compared to class
0 - Marks compared to external standard

MEMORY SIZE • Mlnlmum memory required to run the
program.

DESCRIPTION - A short description of each program
is gives . to Indicate what the program does.
Tucker tastredtlons are included is the program
itself where required.

UFMMff ME FM M4 USM
Several of our embers, oho Sc eifh MCI in five wivarv
slinol fie%, have been,detiis eav' of five Pfoiect 83

Description Pf0 m for exb6iwe use on fir C61. Bl s11lrlning five
A description of the Cxwmentation follows:

tieing, inlroduling coieP, ad inserting slNnd ales 10
PIOCIAM TITLE - Most program titles are followed by if#M St" i11M1'altiDn, live in this am ofgMdzed
the designation .40 which indicates that the
program roes on PETS . $032s (after loading and dif(QYI(11y, so tat each disk is !e>t'ed to a Specific

wiHrout
th

a
t 4032V2). the

ran so the (4032and fapic aW lade IeweL
$032 ..acts . t°"V the program has another Pleaee COItzt the R G office f an 14dafid listing of
designation (e.g. .41) It would be a more recent
.ad. t. of aa. ..aa an Aran.. US nos series,



(E)AA - Administration
one of Program Cat Grads PST

IALYSIS.40 0 000
ISUER- 002.10 U JI 202
16.40 S S 100
IAM2.40 U C 000
GNT.40 S 1 201
tADES.40 U C 000
IIZFRANENOR2.40 U C 000
ADASILITY.40 U 503
NOOL-MARN.dO Up N a00
2 E0.40 S 1 100

me of program Cat Grade PST

'COUNTINn.ao DT S 502
10RT'N TABLE.40 U $ 000
10RTIIATION.40 U IS 300
)NDS./0 U JtS 300
ILENDAR.a0 U 000
NONIOIT1.40 S I 200
MP TYPING.40 0 I 322
IST6000SSOL0.40 DT IS 320
1TE,40 u 000
i6ITICREDIT.40 DS S 201
MTCREOIT.40 0 S 201
PREC&PAYNf.40 U S 000
PRECIATION.40 U $ 000
I,F.0.a0 TO IS 200
,OSS PAY.a0 0 I 200
E CREAN.40 GS JtS 222

an of Program Cat grade PST

fESTMENTS.40 U S 300
f60AR0 TEST.40 0 I 311
IONAOE.a0 GS 15 302
E TAILES.40 U IS 200
MET CRASN.40 S 100
t2ET,40 GS IS 320
HEY FLOYd0 65 it 202
ITGAGE.a0 U S 000
IECTIVE 1 . 1.40 OT IS 302
ITFOLIO.C0 U IS 300
IP INTEREST.40 0 I 200
CC NARtET.40 GS IS 200
ICR.40 S 1 000
ING DRILL.40 0 it 200

Mon ............... Description ................................... ...... ........................................ .

16k This program takes a set of arts and calculates eaglet, average, standard dev . and students pessing/Fall lag.
16k This Is a universal quiz -making atility program , Answers are stared In date lines ; question worksheet required.
32k User becomes a science teacher facing a student who wants to perform esploratery surgery an a live d
16k Teacher enters eau marks with weightings as percents or actual verbal program determines student ' s final ark.
32k Simulation of a hostile student-Lacher confrontation in which the weer, takes the teacher's role.
32k Allows a teacher to Order and print wt student marks by now and grade.
16k Enables the teacher to construct a multiple -choice gale.
Vk This program takes a sample from a text and determines the readability level using standard measures.
Its A useful fill-la-the -blanks quiz with hints , designed for teacher adaptation to various subjects and levels.
32k Simulates potential situations faced by a teacher who plans to show a Childbirth film in a sex education class.

(E)BA - Business
Non --------------- Oescrlptten ------- --------- ---------------------------•_.__---'_•____----•-_----------_-__-

32k An excellent tutorial on basic accounting practices.
16k Constructs an amortization table from user-input date; useful far a homeowner or for checking student tables.
16k Program calculates payments and amortization periods for loans based upon user-input data.
16k Program calculates present valve of bonds , including coupon values, etc.
16k Prints out a calendar for any given month and your.

.16k This program simulates the buying and selling of Commodities,
16k A simple variable -speed typing drill. User types letters printed by computer' mistakes are highlighted at end.
16k Tutorial /drill em calculating CGS with 4 types of tavntory calcelatiions ( FIFO. LIFO , Average . etc.).
16k Finds a data ' a' days from a given base dates limited application.
Ilk given sample situations , the student most correctly debit and credit accounts.
16k A program of 10 questions that test a student ' s accounting skills.
16k User inputs data and the computer calculates depreciation rates and paymnts.
16k Prints a depreciation schedule wing straight line, sue of digits and double declining depreciation methods.
16k Calculates value of Inventory wing • flrstHh-fVS-nt• method ( F.I.F.O.).
16k A program designed to drill the student n various style salary problems.
16k Student manages an ice -cream parlowr , attempting to axieize employee/customer satisfaction and minimize costs.

(E)BB - Business
Him --------------- Description ..........................................

.
.............. .............-_......-...

16k Calculates regular withdrawals , inltial /minimee Investment , effective /nominal Interest. Investment value, etc.
16k A program which drills various sections of the PET keyboard as selected by the user.
16k Student operates a laanade stand for 0 weeks, taking Into account costs , price, quantity and other variables.
16k Calculates life insurance and annuity tables for any given interest rate.
32k A stock market simulation.
16k User manages a production company by determining production and advertising budgets and setting retail prices.
Ids student traces the flow of money from household to business to government.
16k This program produces a mortgage table which would be of use to a homeowner or, business student.
16k Program presents a lesson n the Wince Sheet , than tests the student on it.
16k Program keeps track of stock Options and the total valve of a portfolio.
16k Presents a variety of simple Interest problems for the student to salve.
16k Student bays and sells S stocks is the prices randomly fluctuate.
16k A simple game that simulates stock market activities.
161: Designed to drill students an finger reaches and familiarize them with the location of graphics characters.



(E)BC - Business
use of Program Cat trade PST

TYPIN6.40 T ISC 292
WATER 11.40 65 IS 320

NW-of Program Cat grade PST

BASE CONY.40 U it 206
SINARY.40 U IS 200
CONNANOS.40 DT it 202
COMP CONCEPY.40 ST PJ 000
COUP . NISTORT.40 0 1 204
CONPVTIN6.40 0 its 266
DEMO SONT.40. S IS 500
DISK CND.40 T it 100
FEATURES W1E.40 DT JI 222
NEI DEC.40 U IS 000
HEX 0EN0.40 0 $C 300
NYPO ASSEN.40 ST IS 600
NTPO 11.40 SOO SC
PETUNIA.40 T it 100
PtLOT.40 S JI 400

(E)CB - Computer Science
Nome of Program

P060.40
SINULATION.40
TURTLE 1.40

Wt trade PST Na ............... Oeeerlpties »»»...«.....«.............................................................

D 41 w0 32k A Version of 'Low' using character graphics. Allows definition of 'Mere' (subroutines) to a limited way.
ST 1 000 ilk Sienlotes 4 small BASIC Program M 4 virtual "Chloe with simple internal architecture
p J1 we Its This program mimics 'L060' Intl. graphics using PET graphics. Draws to a limited Number of directions.

New ............... Descriptfw ----- «------ ................................. ..................................

32k A Very good typing drill with plenty of date for practice . tecldiag NO CO On words.
Ilk A water resource management simulation . Student most "Aso* water supply for a town der tag a drought.

4

(E)CA - Computer Science
Ma................ description .....«......« ..................................................................

32k Converts decimal, Rosa w.erel hnldetleal binary sad BCD aw.bers Ma late another.
16k Coverts decimals Is the range Ira 0 to 651136 late 16 bit binary numbers.
16k A tutorial and drill so BASIC coace$tt.
Itk A Virtual notblae simulation preceded by a short tutorial.
Ilk Program quizzes the student me the history of Computers.
Ilk A drill ea basic computer knowledge , but adaptable to soy subject.
16k Concentration of a sort called 'selective replecemaat'.
16k A tutorial on SaSIC 4.
l6k A tutorial and suit an the baste features of Commodore computers.
16k Converts baeideclnols to decimals ad vice Versa.
I6k Converts decimal numbers between 0 and 23$ Into hestdecisals . showing high ad law nybbles.
32k An Intrduetlea to assembler language . Runs a Virtual machine with a small language bat; good practice.
32t Allows the student to program to simulated enabler lan guage and *asset* programs step by step.
16k Allows a schematic of a petunia music box and instructions so how to use It.
32k A simple 'pilot ' laapap Interpreter Including alit , list, lead, save and rue commands.

(E)D 1 - COMMODORE 64
Name of Program Cat .fade PST Na ............... Soscrlptleo .»«..«..».»....»»«..««.................................................

Cleat aYbg" program designed to week won 4040 disk units.
Cembina Use dish end progress moans ilea S Into I MASTER lea
Do net load Owe pregrun Saw 00 ..:.. _ S programs,
Doom"" bat mantpdaoe 00 the 0-414 behown,
DrrwnMVaW shins A na, d student morns are dlpleyd A ern method wWq detwert peromebra
100 random mamas ere ereated and them eoAod.
AoiembW Vernon at moonier language program . NN.GtWIMCS 001
Instructions an how to vas Sun Was packets MR4PAPHIC ML
Allows you to draw 0. the hires screen and SAVE Your scrum..
LOADS In the graphICS p ackage and denwn.frdae a IAter W00%
LOADS a hires warn

MCASASTER CAT.
UCMM(E MASTER
COMMANDS
COM.rEKT DCMO
00Ma0RT DT.t.40
COMJIOW FAST
HRARAPIOCS PAL
HR.GRAPNICS INST
WA.ORAPNICS OSJ
W1.GRAPNICS 0CSA0
WLGRAPNICS LOAD



CONT. CDDI - COMMODORE 61....
HItPICTUfIE 1
HRJIRES TO 1576
MUPLAYER PAL
MUA64 MUSIC
MUJJAOIINE OBJ
TECTMAMER
TMJNSTRUCT I
TM.INSTRUCT 2
TMA4ST11UCT 3
ANJNS'TRUCTIONS
APLELLIPM
AKWIBBLE
ANANtMATION PAL
ANAHIMATION OW
ANANIMATION OEM

Race of Prograw, Cat

MAIN MENU 64
THE GAMES'
CHOCOLATE 000.2
MONSTER WAVE2
FAIEFlOM.3
THE HUNTERI
SNAL.0646UOT
SKAILC64JNST

MASTERMIND

Mane of Progress Cat

45,64
AVERAG. CLASS
PULL CLASS
CLASS OP 7D
MMJNSTJLPCUP
MM 4ST.IPCUP
MMNSTSPCLIP
VOWELS AT BEGIN.
VOWELS AT MID.
VOWELS AT END
DOUBLE VOWELS
CONSONANT BLENDS
PIIONCENTRATION

Demo hirea careen to LOADed cub medicall y by MLORAMICS LOA&
Print a hires screen to Taw IB M pinto.
Assembler wagon of the machine bngueg• pepr.m. MWAOMNE OW
instructions 5 d.mec for scuttle paakap..
Mows you to create A SAVE meet old pews with simple commends
Simple wordprewaWq p ck"o, width allows you to create. Wit . SAVE end LOAD documents.
Detailed InNnNtbne-TOOMASTER

a
- w a

NOW to us. the animation p.dupa
Subroutine LOADed automatically by ANANIMATION DEM.
Subroutine LOADed w ow&ti@ • by ANANNAATIDN DEM.
Assembler version of machine la•W0• program ANAMMATIOt OBI
Create and SAVE quarter graphics lawns and animate them
Load ter a dame at some sea's created by the animation pWag..

(E)D2 - COMMODORE 64
grade PST Ma --------------- Descrlpttea ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

instruction ter Adventure Path Reading sates
Story I. displayed tar reading, telowad by 3 sMR beta
Story le display" let reading, feSOwed by 3 Mal tasty
story is displayed for reading . blbwed by S Merl beta
story Is displayed to reading, tofwed by 3 inert tort..
story N displayed for reading, fellewed by 3 shat talc
Will bad SNAILCS4 MST and SNML064 aWmaticS
Instructions tot SNAILCN
Draw simple pictures an the careen by bputng the rug's direction t length of movement
A logic game where you are chatenged to break a odour sods

(E)D3 - COMMODORE 64
grade PST Ma --------------- Destrtptioe --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clan mark management program wind MARK MANAGER
Example of an sweeps data
Example of a full data
Example of a class of 30
Instructions for MARK MANAGER 46.64
Instructions for MARK MANAGER 4464
Instructions for MARK MANAGER 4164
Concentration type game acted PHONCENTRATION, teaching phonloa
Concentration type game called PMONCENTRATON , teaching phonic.
Concentration type game called PNONCE/RMTION, teaching phones
Concentration type game "Red PHONCENTMTION , teaching poalea
Concentration type game called PHONCENTRAMON , teaching phonic..
Concentration type game called PHONCENTRA ION , teaching phonic..



(E)EA - English
Name of Program Cat

A JOURNEY.40 06
A OR Aq.40 OF
A STORT.40 OGU
AFFECT EFFECT.40 TO
ALPNA ' IATION.40 0
ALPNA.40 0
ALPHABET OUII.40 0
ALPHABET w0UI.40 OF
ALPHAIET.40 0
ALPRAOETIIIN6.40 I
ALPMARETTER.40 0T
ALPNASHIFT.40 06
ABTONYM.40 G
ANTONYMS COMC.40 GOT
CINOUAIM.40 CT

grade PST flee ............... Description ••__•__••__________•____-________-_____•-___•___--""-'""-"'- "'-'-"---'

it 400 32k User enters computer -specified parts of speech which are then arranged into a story, with humourews results.
EP 232 14k Student completes random sentences with A ' or 'AN'; 2 Incorrect answers bring a review of pertinent grammar.
Pi 400 16k Student fl Ila in necessary wets of speech ( nouns, verbs „ adjectives ,etc.) an / ceepvter generates a story.
l 402 16k Student must choose whether to use 4ffect' or 'effect ' in order to Correctly complete a number of sentences.
P4 63 16k A welt-written drill on ' N' letter alphabetization for 3-letter words. gene graphic prompts And rewards,
J 202 16k Program requires student to alphabetic* random lists of 2-S words.
P 442 Ilk This program tests the student am knowledge of the alphabet and location of library beets.
P 222 16k Teaches students alphabetical order as they Wake alphabet 'worms '; tallies no . of completed 'Worms' at end.
P 422 Ilk The student inputs the missing letter to an alphabetical series.
PIT 773 l6k A well-written tutorial IN alphabetization . Has 4 levels of difficulty.
PIT S53 16k A very well -written drill and tutorial is alphabetization with coprehensive marking.
Pit 412 32k Computer reprints words according to a hidden rule . Excellent drill /game using logic , math and the alphabet.
NI 701 ilk A CONCENTRATION ' game for I at 2 players ustag antonym as the final objective.
Pit 403 32k A 'CONCENTRATION '- type antonym drill with musical rewards (except en C-64).
PSI 300 32k Allows user to write a seasonal plum of S lines (cinqualn).

(E)EB - English
Name of Program Cat

CLUE TESTY1.40 U
CaKTRACTIONS.40 OF
CRYPTO.40 611
DEF-N-SPELL.40 U
OEFIN ' N HATCH.40 0

O E KUINNIITIOL4Gso 0

FLASH.4040 0
FLOOOEPRlNTER.40 U
GRAMMAR 2.40 OF
O*ANMAN.40 0
6UESSTMATSOR0.40 G

HANGMAN 0 (6).40 DO
HANGMAN 1.40 6

Grade PST MAN ............... DescrlptlAN .................... «......................... «......... _......................

SS? 32k write a clove test to printer with x alas, Answer shoot and test analysis ( reading level, etc.) for teachers.
1 400 16k Teaches students the Correct formation of contractions and drills that 00 same.
PJISC 400 16k Student devises own cryptogram and solves It. Program can find the frequency covets of the cryptogram AS Well.
C 462 16k Enables teacher to create and we a file of words for testing vocabulary and spelling.
J3 202 32k Student must match 6 words With 6 definitions within a self-ppolated time limit of is. 26 or 3f seconds.
PJISC 462 16k Given a tier-input file of Words, this Program grant" A test M vocabulary And $pellinq Useful for teachers.
I 2U 16k Program selects 10 of 30 esitlple cMice vocabulary questions which may to modified by te acher. It desired.
it 200 16k Student Watches a pair of words with I of 4 other pairs that exhibits a similar relationship.
NI 462 lit A word or phrase is flushed am the screen far a specified time. User mest "Pencil y retype phut was flawed.
S 060 16k Prints out about 100 nonsense words of 3 s each. Nsear character hues, act on words for gems, etc.
JI 202 16k Tutorial/drill on parts of speech. Studentcategorizes 60 Words as Parts, adjectives , Prepositions etc.
I 202 !N Student naps var1ePa parts of speech in Mgltghted SC times of a sentence - Naens, verbs, prepositi ens, etc.
1 442 16k A vocabulary goes is which two student most discover a word by queasteg letters.
JI 000 16k Program explains and 'Writes' Nalkv , randomly selecting stored words to produce peen with a Computer two".
it so 32k A ' tUAGMN game with graphics And wide range of Words . No. of errors allowed before ' hanging ' 1s adjustable.
it 322 16k A game of ' HAN6NAJI ' wi th graphic svpaert and G categories of words.

(E)EC - English
Nam of Program . Cot grade PST MAN --------------- Description

------------ ---- --------- '---------- ------------ --"----'------
HANGMAN 2.40 S 413 $01
HANGMAN 3.40 OG I 222
HANGMAN 5.40 D6 J1 502
MAMGMAN 6.40 00 J 422
HANGMAN 7.40 5 I 400
HOMO tOMC.40 6 J 202
HTPKEN.40 0 I 400

Kt Traditional ' HANGMAN'. coplete with gra^tcs. The cepocer knows 21$ unusual Words.
16k Student tries to Identify a hidden Word by guessingdsletters;t tam May guesses and player is 'Mated-.
16k A traditional MAMGMAM • gams which features 46 uw and allows up to 1 1 Incorrect gvases.
lot A game of 'MANCMN•. Student inputs letters Weill M/son Is able to Oven the secret word, or chances run out.
16k The traditional Jousting game - solve the hidden word to avoid 'Mal og
l6k A ' CONCENTRATION gave to which the student matches up Words that sound the sum.
16k The student is required to hyphenate a displayed wed. words are randomly chosen and blots are available.



CONT. (E)EC - ENGLISH....
INIT DIGRAPMS . 40 0
INSERT , 40 00
JOTTO. 40 G
KEYWORDS . 40 0
LETTER RECOG . 40 0
LETTER SEQU . 40 0
MACBETM QUIZ , 40 0

MATCH LET. 40 DGU

Nam of Program Cat

MATCH MEAN 5.40 D
MATCH MEAN 6.40 0
MATCH MEAN 7.40 0
MEDIAL YOWELS.40 0
MISSING LET.40 0
NISSPELLIMG.40 0
MN ADYFORMS.40 0
HIS AYG FORMS.40 D
MN CR COMP.40 0
M RI.
MIN DARK W000.40 0
MN MOMONYMS.40 0
UBi LAD VF.40 0
MM SAO STORT.40 0
MM SHARE TIME.40 0
MM VS FORMS 1.40 0
MN VS FORMS 3.40 0
MM VS FORMS 4.40 0

Name of Program Cat

MM V6 FORMS 5.40 0
MM YB FORMS 6.40 D
KM VI FORMS 7.40 0
MM VI FORMS 6.40 0
MM VB FORMS 9.40 0
MM VERB FORMS.40 0
MM WORD 2.40 0
MM WORD MEANS.40 0
MM WORDS 1.40 0
NEW TACMISTO.40 6
NOT SO EASY.40 6
ROUNS.40 OT
OLD PROVERSS.40 U
P'ILEN P ' NOUN.40 0
PARTS SPEECM.40 0
PAWS.40 0
PETPIYPATPOT.40 06

P 302 Ilk A Simple , welt-Witten drill on the digraphs ' TN', 'Sam' and 'CM'; multiple-choice questions.
J 200 Ilk Student Inserts letters from a list lot* a given word. makto9 a new word. Program hints at nature of new word.
PJI 402 Ilk Player tries to match PET ' s hidden S-letter word. Computer reveals Rumber of correct letters to each guess.
J 442 16k An interesting three - port test of student spelling skills.
p 222 16k Tests students ' ability to recognize letters of the alphabet and the numerals 1-9.
)1$ 402 Ilk Student must recall random letters flashed on Screen . Choice of up to 26 letters and 5 flask speeds.
IS 402 I6k Program poses questions on the content of S

ll
hake

pp
s

uu
peare

yy
' I 'MACSETN'; student has 3 chances to answer correctly.

404 Rovesl6k
► 202 HIS Thisl programedrillscbeginninghStudentslof the alphabet on letterjmaatching ,

rerbs, ate. requested by the program
t

(E)ED - English
Grade PST Men Description ............................."............'-'--"---.........•......._.........

J 202 321 Student has to match a given word with Its synonym, chosen from a list . Grade S level . 30 questions.
J 202 32k Student has to match a given word with Its symnym , chat" from a list. Grade 6 level. 30 questions.
J 202 32k Student has to match a given word with Its synonym , chosen from a list . Grade 7 level . 30 questions.
Pi 402 HIS After reading a sentence , the student chmses the best word to fill to the blank.
EP 200 16k Computer displays am alphabet missing I letter , which the student met enter . Used letters are not repeated.
1 402 15k Student is given a list of S words, one of which Is misspelled . This word met be identified and corrected.
Pi 202 I6k Mr . Mugs: Drilling students OR correct application of adverb form . Refer 1.6 P201 : IT'S SATUROAT'.
P 202 16k Mr, gs : Drilling students on correct application of adverb form . Refer LS P14: 'MR . MUGS IS KIDNAPPED'.
PJ 202 16k Mr u9s : Identification of question types (who, what, when, where ). Refer L6 Pill : ' MR. RUGS IS KIDNAPPED'.
P 202 16k Mi'. Mi9s: Reading comprehension based on current story . Refer L6 PS: 'MR . MUGS IS KIDNAPPED'.
PJ 222 16k Mr . Mugs : Vocabulary drill . Refer U PEGS: 'IN A DARK 9000'.
PJ 202 16k Mr. Rugs : Choosing the correct word of two that sound the uN. Refer LG P292 : ' IT'S SATURDAY'.
P 202 16k Mr . Mugs : Drilling students on applying verb forms ., Refer U P34$ : ' MR. MUGS IS LOST'.
P 202 I6k Mr . Mugs: Student selects ending to complete sentence . Refer U P333 : 'MR. MUGS IS LOST'.
Pi 202 16k Mr . Mugs : Vocabulary /comprehension drill. Refer L4 P39: SHARING TINE'.
P 202 16k Mr. Mugs : Drilling students on applying verb form ( Nil-In•the-blanks). Refer LS P95: 'MR . MUGS AT SCHOOL'.
P 222 16k Mr. Mugs : Drill on correct verb forms from Series 3 . Refer LS PNI : ' MR. MUGS AT SCHOOL'.
P 222 16k Mr . Mugs: Drills students on verb forms of the fourth Series . Refer LS P191: 'IN THE RAIN'.

(E)EE - English
Grade PST Mom ............... Descrtptian ................................................................................

P 222 16k Mr . Mugs : Drills students on verb terms from Series S . Refer LS P203: 'IN THE RAIN'.
P 222 ISIS Mr . Mugs: Drills students on verb forms from the 5to Series . Refer LS P230: IN THE RAIN'.
P 222 16k Mr. Mugs: Drills students on verb forms 'to be found in Series 7 . Refer LS P256 : ' MR. MUGS TO THE RESCUE'.
P 222 16k Drills students on verb forms to be found to the 'Mr. Mugs ' tut, Nth Series.
P 222 16k Drills students on verb form found in the 9th Series of the ' Mr. Mugs' book.
Pi 202 16k Student selects the correct conjugation of a verb to complete sentence ; 3 tenses of the verb are offered.
P 202 16k Mister Hugs: Drilling students on sentence complettoo.
P 202 16k Mr. Mugs : Drill on word meanings . Refer L3 11321: MR . MUSS IS LOST'.
P 202 I6k Mr. Mugs : Sentence completion . Student fills the blank In .a sentence by choosing a word from the list provided
JISC 922 16k Words are flashed on screen and student mat enter each one . speed of flask increases as player Improves.

400 16k user attempts to find the 'secret ' underlying a mysterious paragraph.
JI 222 16k A tutorial and drill on nouns which provides definitions, questions and multiple -choice testing.
JIS 000 16k Provides the student with a number of 'old proverbs ' to read.
1 204 16k A multiple -choice drill of variable difficulty which gives the student practice to prone" uuge.
1 202 16k Student determines whether a word Is an adjective , verb, noun or preposition to this multiple -cho Ice drill.
Pi 412 Ilk User corrects unpuncteated quotes selected by Toby the Tiger from the Jungle of Punctuation.
1 402 I6k Student mast guess 10 words having the prefixes ' PET', 'PIT', ' PAT' or 'POT'.



(E)E# - English
Maw of program cat

POEMS.40ed G
ro2T.40 U
POETRT.de T
0'S AND V3.40 0
READ LEYUEYAL.40 TV

R111 141116.40R 0
R0141AJUtIET.40 0
S-SPELL.40 06
SCRAMtE 4.40 06

SC41MOlt 6.40
04

SCRAMOLE 7.40 6
SCRAMOLE 4.a0 G
SCRAMSLE.40 0
SCRAMILEDNOR0.40 t

trade PST Men ------- »------ Description -.»» ......................................................

l 002 32k Dr
ill

s estud: t7nthe.ba
basic

c plu
ral forms . Excellente lent graphics encourage and reward answers to the 42 questions.

J t 000 Ilk Computer randomly arranges lines of poetry. The probability of line ropttition . Ott. Is shawl.
Jt 400 32k Allows vast to write style peen using either ' is like ' or 'I aced to/ but new' Constructions . Veer-friendly.
J 400 Ilk The student tries to find cards beginn ing with the letters Y' or '2 ' Such rtt% given nanMgs.
PJtSC 402 16t This program enables the teacher to analyse the stednt ' s reading lent.
PJISC 100 32k The program is designed to improve nadd0 speed and anpnhenctn . Tischer my modify teat to r equ ired level.
P 202 32k Program is a test, with graphic rewards of user's rhyme-identification skills . Rasps stare and elapsed time.
St 312 Ilk A quit n Shakespeare 's O0ME0 All JOLIOT'.
J 202 loft Student finds hidden word by filling 1s letter bleats ; 20 letter gasses allendt point bones for petting weed.
J 402 Ilk Student Rest wnccrawle It raMnly-ehnn werh . Made 4 level . TM first letter is gives.
J 402 1p Student Rest unscramble 10 padnly -chase weeds trade G level. The first letter is given.
J 402 Ilk A well -designed word puzzle gee , fee grade 4 , Jtch Oaks student to decipher a scrWled word m time limit )) .
I 402 Ilk A well-designed word puzzle tame. for tram 7, which asks student to decipher a scrambled word M tin limit).
1 402 Ilk A well-designed word pestle an. for trade t whisk asks student to decipher a scrambled word he tin limit).
► 400 Ilk Student types is lines and they a ar scrambled n the scrams -. letters them creep 'heme' to n-ton sentences.
I 402 Ilk Student is called wpa to correc t y unscramb le various words.

(E)EG - English
Ran of Program Cat

SENT ANALYSIS.40 0
SNAKESPEAAE. 40 0
SNER0.40 T
SNWTOATNOU011S.40 Dt
S►'0 ERRORS 1.40 0
SP'G ERRORS 6.40 0
SPEED UM 2.40 0
SPEED READINS.40 0
SPEED SPELL 2.40 06
SPEED SPELL 3.40 OE
SPEED SPELL 4.40 09
SPEED SPELL 0.40 00
SPEED SPELL 6.40 DO
SPEED SPELL 7.40 04

Name of Program Cat

SPEED SPELL.40 0
SPELL fE.40 0
SPELLER.40 0
SPELLING 1.40 0
SPELLING 2.40 0
SPELLING.40 0
SPELLtJGTUT0N.40 P
STORY WRITE1,Y11 U
SWAP OLD 1011. 40 0
SNAP.40 - GT

trade PST Ma --------------- Descriptt .. .................................................................................

400 Ilk Student 1s called upon to input Various parts of speech Into a line sentence.
IS 462 Ilk Coastat$ of 'Who an 1• and 'Who aid' questions about Shakespearean drams . Requires some story fprparat lea.
PJ 400 Ilk A writing program which encourages student creativity and eat of descriptive words.
P 400 Ilk This program challenges the student to find all the bidden seem is a picture.
I 402 Ilk Student Identifies and corrects various misspelled words.
1 402 Ilk Student Identifies and Corrects various misspelled words.
PJIS 300 32k A short phrase is flashed briefly an acrediil student must repeat it . variable levels of speed and difficulty.
PJt 434 Ilk Program flashes 1-3 digits which the user mist recall . Duration of flash is variable.
P 422 32k Award flashes on screen and the student types It. flask toeed is deternined by spelling accuracy ( trade 2).
J 422 32k A speed -spelling drill for trade 3 (in • SfEEO SPELL 2.40.1. Has 35$ words.
4 422 32k A speed -spelling drill far trade 4 (she 'SPEED SPELL 2.40'). Has 493 words.
J 422 32k A speed -spelling drill for Grade t ( she 'SPEED SPELL 2.400). Not 463 words.
4 422 32k A speed -spelling drill for trade 6 (sea 'SPEED SPELL 2 . 40'). Has 4S0 wads.
I 422 32k A speed-spelling drill for grade 7 (she 'SPEED SPELL 2.40'). Mss 447 words.

(E)EH - English
Grade PST Man ............... Description ...................................................... ............... ............

Ilk A word-flash spelling dr111.
Ml 410 Ilk A word It flashed on the estate and the student Rest t fa correctly( 6 levels Of difficulty. mediffable.
4 402 Ilk This program Is a lots an the mom" of 20 werdsi data may to Redlfled to evil may grade lewd.
P 402 Ilk A word is flashed n the screen and the student is asked to retype It aattl
P 402 Ilk Computer scrambles various words entered by the student , who wet then spell the words correctly.
PJ 202 Ilk Student responds with 'T ' or 'N' depending n whether a gives word is Spelled correctly or Incorrectly.
PJ 401 Ilk A teacher Impute up to 60 words . The student Rest unscr amble these words and also correct those misspelled.
P 100 Ilk A Very popular simple word processor designed for primary students. Prints out Is enhanced print if desired.
J 422 32k Student must swap word positions n a list until it has been put In alphabetical order.
J 420 16k Specific words entered by the student are bored Into alphabetical order to stood attompaniment.



CONT. ME)EH - ENGLISH....
STLLAOLES.40 0 J 602
TACXt$TISCOPE . 40 CD Pi 351
THEIR THERE.40 OT J 402
TXEWORDNARNET.40 6 J 402
TWENTY QUESTN.40 C J 400
TWO TO T00 . 40 OT JI 402
UNSCROSLE.40 0E I 402

Name of Program Cat grade PST

VERB CNOICE.40 0 P
YOCAOULART3,40 0 P 312
VOCASULARY4.40 0 J 202
VOWEL NAGIC,40 D Pi 260
WORD DEMO.40 0 its 400
WORD DRILL.40 OT it 202
WORD XUWT.40 0 J2 400
WORD INVADERS.40 C Pi 700
WORD NACNIME,40 DC Er 302
WORD POWER.40 U 1SC 402
WORD PCWER2.40 T it 202
WORD QUEST.40 C 1 424
WORD SEARCN.40 CU JISC 000
VORDSKO0T.40 C P.) 1 200

Nam of Program Cat grade PST

FRENCH DRILL .40 D it 432
FRENCH NUNS.40 0 F 102
INTERET CNPSE .40 DT SC 311
LE PEMDU .40 DC it 332
LES FRACTIONS . 40 0 I 411
MATRICES NAT11 . 40 OT .5 412
PAOGRES . GEON. 40 0 Is 202
RACIXE CARREE . 40 D 1 202
REVUE PASSE .40 0 it -220
SERIE 1 . 40 DT I 000
YEROES ,40 0 1 100

Nam of Program Cat grade PST

AOSTRACT.40 C it 422
AFOI.40 G PJ 000
ARROW.40 G Pit 211
ATTRIBUTE OLR.40 C 200
$ATILESNIP.40 C 212

32k Student has to state the number of syllables is a word , then divide the used Is the appropriate Places.
Ilk Increases reading speed by flashing short phrases an the screen ; Rarities of flash varies with user ' s accuracy.
16k Presents a renew end drill on the meanings sod uses of 'THEIR`, ' THERE' and ' THET ' RE" 2S questions In all.
16k Student wit correctly spell a given word in order to 'purchase ' word free the 'Word Market'.
16k Student selects a Category; the computer poses questions attired beforehand by the teacher.
16k Teaches student the correct uses of ' TO', 'T00' and 'TW0'.
l6k The student 1s required to unscramble words of various types.

(E)E1 - English
Nn --------------- Description ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16k Student fills In the blank with the Correct one of three verb teases presented; there are 10 questions.
32k A Grade 3 vocabulary test In multiple-choice form.
ilk A Grade 4 vocabulary test which focuses es synonym.
in Student enters any word and is quizzed by the computer en the number of vowels the word contains.
tot User enters up to to phrases and the computer rearranges them to different orders; an Instructions.
32k Student selects one of two homonym to complete a sentence ; if answer Is Incorrect, definitions are displayed.
16k The program gives elves In 'wanted Aster ' format . Student wst Identify the fugitive word.
16k The student Must shoot the empty space IN a Moving word, then guess the missing letter that Completes the word.
16t User must select S Correctly spelled words from various 3-letter eembinatlns that move across the screen,
I6k Student or teacher can write word files or prep" a test an definitions. A good test-writing program.
ilk Student selects proper deflattice of given word; adapts to all levels . for simple data load WORDPOWERSAI4PLE'.
16k Program crates a word-search puzzle . Student oust locate the hidden words within a group of random letters.
16k Program creates a search game by hiding user-selected words inside a crossword Dazzle; print-out If desired.
lot Student ' shoots down ' misspelled words and mutt spell than correctly afterwards.

- (E)FA -French
Na ............... Description -...-..._..------......--..--....-._......-.-"'_----.---.-.......

16k A thorough drill In simple French vocabulary.
16k A simple drill on French mothers.
Ilk Questions relating to compound /accrued interest, capital and percentage . Interest table • calculator required.
32k A French version of ' MANCNAR ' which Skilless common Words and offers elves.
16k Drills •. -, * and y with fractions ; correct answers provided.
10 gives 10 examples on hw to solve matrices . Allows student to input answers, then gives solutions.
16k Drills student on problems of geometrical Progression,
16k Student must calculate the square root of a given Number.
16k A good review of passe compose (requires instruction In passe compose beforehand).
16k This program teaches student bow to recognize patterns In a series.
16k Student must select the verb form (pat and present are gives ) which correctly completes a sentence.

(E)GA -Games '
Na ............... Descriptlo. --....--........................,......................_..............---....----

16t A - MASTERMIND - gam with 3 numbers ; a good test of logic and mmur;
16k A Japanese variant of as Invader' Dow. Player tries to down the AFO' with a laser without being hit.
He Player guides a 'snake' to hit target boxes while Avoiding boundaries and the smoke itself.
16k A logic gam in which the player oust find out which Items belong to each card.
16k user plays against computer. Each has S ships hidden an a grid; winner Is first to find and sink other fleet.



(E)GA - GAMES.....CONT
1t000MPAT . 40
IOMLING. 40
IREAAOUT . 40
:AREFUL.40
:ASTLE giiEST.40
:HASE.40
:esCENTR ' N 2.40
:MST OALLON.40
CYCLON IATTLE.40
3RACULA.40
3RA60N ISLAND.40

tame of Program

]MOON M2E.40
)RIW 3.40
3OW MEER.40

NCR SOOOT.40
IUNGE0N.40
tLIZA.40
'ACES TO NA2E.4o

FOOt$ALL.40
FROG MCE.40
we.n.40
tin INTADERS.40
NURlLE.40
(210.40

6 is 402
S PJ 202
6 Pit 212
6 it 000
6
4 222
6 415 212
6 112
S it 902
6 PJ 200
6 J 000

Cat Grade PST

4 PJ 200
U Piti 200
S S 602

it 212
S

PIT
202

6 in 242
as IS 300
a P 100

it 202
$ Alt 204
6 P 202
a its 422
6
6

1

03

1
2 10

0 PJ 202

l6k Calculates the compatibility of 2 persons according to their biorhythms.
Ilk A bowling simulation for 1-3 players.
Ida Player ' s paddle deflects a ball lot* a wall of blacks until a 'break --out' Is achieved.
l6k A fast action game whose objective 1s to avoid the perimeter and the obstacles which are continually appearing.
l6k M adventure gam set to a castle.
16% A 2-person game of computer chase Is which each player attempts to ' tag' the other.
Ilk A gam which challenges the player to recall pairs of Matching patterns.
16k Player has 4 chances to guide a balloon through some prickly stars without hitting any of that.
Ilk Player attempts to center cycles fighters in a gensight and shoot then dome.
ilk Player searches a haunted house far Dracula ' s resting place, which Nest be found before midnight.
l6k An unseen dragon Is chased through Its caves until either player or dragon is destroyed , or time has expired.

(E)GB - Games
Na --------------- Description .................................................................................

Tat Object : escape an invisible Mae before armada arrives. Sections N Mate walls become visible whom struck.
16t welts the user to draw pictoroa on $cras using rapAic characters.
Ilk Simulates a one-on-ome left of OMN POKER ', with S cards and one draw of 3.
Ilk A gets for up to 4 players . Object Is to of" ton mest ere.
l6k The object Is to hit a flying duck is the body (head and tell do't count ). Bird dad retrieves downed Rucks.
32k A adventure game of dampens with interesting creatures , a up and a key.
Ilk User reveals personal problems to ELt2A' and receives sympathetic responses which encourage self-analysis.
16k Enables user to sake up a variety of fates by choosing from a collection of different asset. eyes and mouths.
Ilk Player tries to estimate number of trust Is 3-te lakes by catching, seek Ing ats returnin fish.
Tat A simulation of Americas football. User haasI plays to call 06 . probability of success differs with each.
MR allows bet
16k Th

e g
aaams of 'OTHELLO 1 (whichtis a versiee gof the Chi ese 461Y )aNva aan fegainst theOco

the r race we supplied.

l6k plot the 'huMteS•hiding Rin c
ompletely
ridOe of he btter^griidl►earch games.

16k A roulette -type board gam . Player cheeses up to 9 mothers to wt wt Computer cheeses 20. Natth to win.

(E)GC - Games
lame of Program Cat

CINIOWi.40 S
LETTER 16.40 a
MARTIANS.40 a
MSTERMINOSP.40 6
MZE.40 6
MZES.40 S
MILLE 10ME5.40 1
MINIC.40 6
MOUSE MZE.40 6
NERYES.40 G
NIM.40 6
901SER-TDE.40 Da
OSCAR LUNAR.40 S
PETALS-ROSE.40 6
PETMAN 2.40 6

trade PST Mem ............... Description .. .................... ................................. ..........................

JI 332 32k Player governs an agrarian kin as . mkis decisions concerning few production , land purchases, Ott.
Pi 332 lit A version of the legit PM 'Ii' uslqq letters.
J 222 Ilk Player strives to catch the last, retsinimg Martian' hiding is a trial.
JIS 346 32k the been of 'SUPER MSTERNINO ' with t-N color.
it 100 Ilk Program generates a =in (7 stan ), this time progress through It . Player may watch generation If desired.
I 100 16k Draws 3 different sites of onto for player to traverse.
AS 232 32k Reproduces the original card gem. Player and computer vie to be the first to 1000 miles by 'auteMbile'.
NIS ISE 32k The game of ' SIMON' with music and graphics, offering S levels of play an a 3%3 grid.
IS 602 16k Playerl-must' oust Negotiate a Mae Warder to roach seem choose waitingng at the eels.
PJ 252 16k A simple game that tests the nor's ability to short intervals of tits; 3 play levels.
PJI 240 16k Player competes with the computer to be the last meone to revive ON abject from 3 pies.
PJ 222 I6k A version of 'TIC-TAC-TOE' in which player must make the first two numbers In a rest aed up to the third Member.

222 Idk A lunar- lender simulation Is which all relevant information 1s updated w ton sure N during ton descent.
JIS 702 lit A puule Involving the scaring of $ Nee . Cos yob ( tyro ewe kw ton bbl *care M aICatated?

"JI 200 16k A PAC -MN' gam for the PET or C-64 . OM scrota with 3 levels of difficulty.



(E)GD - Games
Name of Program

PtNIALL.40
PLANET PROOE.10
POM0.40
POSTAL ROUTE.40
RAGING R000TS.40
ROAD RALLY.40
ROAD TRACK.40
ROAORACE.40
ROCKETSI.40
ROTATE.40
SMOOT.40
SMAKES.40
SPACE ATTACK.40
SPACE PILOT.40
SPADES.40
STAR TREK IY.40
STAR TREK.c0

it ill 16k A simulation of a 'PIMSALL ' game.
►J 201 16k Player must apply correct thrust ape toff gravity to mks a close puf over a Planet . Gravity is variable.

201 16k A gam in which a bouncin ball is deflected to hit a target.
its 122 16k Player attempts to drive through a postal route without using the same path twice.
it 202 16k Player tries to survive inside an enclosure by destroying ' ragtag robots ' that are programmed to attack.
it 112 16k Player attempts to drive a car five kilometers on one half - litre of gas.

111 16k A solo gem In which player tries to move a 'car' around a track without hitting any walls.
J 200 16k Player attempts to negotiate track without colliding with the walls ; speed is variable.
P 232 16k A 1-player game to which the object Is to guide a rocket through stars , etc, to the top of the screen.
J15 200 16k Player attempts to arrange letters in alphabetical order within a square by rotating 4 at a time , clockwise.
it 000 16k Two lines shoot across the screen; player presses ' P' and tries to hit the top line.
JI$ 312 16k Player tries to entrap opponent by creating a male . 3 cedes: cap . vs cop., player vs comp ., or 2 players.
Pit 112 16k A varieties on the ' SPACE INVADERS - theme.

212 I6k Player attempts to destroy arms warehouses by mans of aerial bombardment.
JISC 202 16k A card game for 1 player . User must know rules of 4-handed spades to play ; Instructions included.

222 32k A passable ' STAN TREK ' gam which lacks the 'galaxy scan ' feature of the Butterfield version.
JIS 332 16k A classic 'STAR TREK' gave which puts player In command of a well-armed starship with a mission to fulfill.

(E)GE - Games
Name of Program

SUPERORAN I.40
TIC-TAC-PRO.40
TICTACTOE 2.40
TORCN MAN.40
TORP. OOMBER.40
WAREHOUSE.40

Cat Grade PST Nam ............... Description .................................................................................

Cat Grade PST Mee ............... Description ......................................................'"""---""..............

GU Pi 200 16k A drawing program in which user is able to change the character under the cursor.
G 222 Ilk User plays 'TIC-TAC-TOE' with the computer, which 'learns' from its mistakes after a number of games.
G Pi 221 16t A variation of the Data 'TIC-TAC-TOE'.
G 1 122 16k Player must find Lots Laos Is a 100 a 100 a 100 palace'and rescue her from the evil ' Torch man-,
S Pit 902 16k Player , as the pilot of a torpedo bomber, attempts to hit submarines lurking beneath the ocean surface.
S IS SS2 32k Simulates a day at a warehouse experiencing various levels of activity . User co -ordinates orders and shipments.

(E)RA - Geography
Name of Program

AFRICA A ASIA.40
ANCHORAGE-2,40
CAN GLOB QUIZ.40
CANADA QUIZ.40
CAMAOA.40
CAP CITIES.40
CAPITALS.40
CITY Slg5.40
CLAM GRAPMS.40
FOREST FIRE.40
CEO QUIZ.IO
GEOG . TEST.40
GEOGRAPH QUIZ.40
GEOGRAPM.40

Cat Grade PST Mem --------------- Description ------...........................................................................

0 1 202 16k Quizzes students as their knowledge of Asian and African capitals.
S IS 300 32k Simulates the navigation of a beat to a safe ec:horage . Student has ' to take bearings , set course and speed.
0 1 201 16k Quizzes the student on miscellaneous Canadian geography facts.

provinces and capitals.0 JIS 302 16k Asks 10 questions concernin g Canada 's political personalities ,
1 212 32k A quiz on parts of Canada displayed en a map . Student must Identify provinces , then none and locate capitals.

0 I 211 32k Quizzes student en the capitals of world regions ; choice of region is raft to the student.
0 1 211 32k Allows student the choice of being drilled on Canadian . American or world capitals.
S if5 200 16k Uses graphs to simulate various conditions that affect soog . The student Inputs all data.
0 J15 202 He Tests a student ' s skill at reading and analyzing climate graphs.
S 1 202 16k Simulates a forest fire whose outcome depends on student's decisions.
0 J 202 Ilk A multiple -choice Canadian geography quiz.
0 I 202 16k A quiz on miscellaneous facts of American geography.
0 I 302 16k A general quiz on Canadian geography.
0 1 201 16k A quiz on general geographic facts - exports, capitals, etc.



(E)RB - Geography
save of "raw

tE06ANPNT.40
MAMNOMII.40
NISTOEOAM.40
ICE."
ITALIAN 0022.40
KOPPEN.40
LAKE OIST2ICT.40
LIMITS."
MA`I. LIFE.40
MAP DIRECT."
MILEACE.40
Hall EAST.40
OCEAN WII.40
OPEN PIT N2NE.40
POP DYNAMICS."

Name of Program

POP LINITS.40
POPULATI45.40
STATES & CAP.40
STATES A REG."
SYMBOLIST.40
U.S. PM.40
VOLCANO SINU.40
VEATNERNAN.40
WORLD ATLAS."
110RL0 CMS."

Name of Program

PILIPIRO.40
FINGER SPELL."
LATIN 123.40
LATIN TOCA0.e0
SUEDISN QUIZ.40

Cat grade PST Nam ............... Oescrlptln ».»......»»...»......»......................................... ...........

I 202 14k A general quiz of Miscellanies gtogrepbical knowledge.
I' 300 14k Player 'rules' a country , "ties economic decisions concerning land management , distribution of food, etc.
S 000 16k groups data Into a histogram.
S 000 32k A good graphic simulation of glacier formation and behaviour.
I 201 16k A general quiz em Italian depraphlc facts and aspects of Italian life (is English).
IS 322 16t Asks 10 questions eo classll fytlof weather pettifog (temperature . precipitation , etc.) now the Keppos System.

Wits 14k A SMAM '- typt game, testing knowledge of aentalms , twos and waterfalls in the Lake District of England.
IS 200 14k Determines poprtatlu -related growth rates . factors include birthrate. deathrate , food , pollution. etc.
I 202 lft Simulates the dacibien-mama process faced by a Not tribesman ailing cattle to support his folly.
J 302 lit Tests the student ' s ability to find directions using a compass.
IS 200 16k Student keys In latitude/ingltudo of 2 or mere places; computer returns distance between them is miles/km.
JIS 202 Zak A 'MAUIMAM'-t(rpe law . testing knowledge of rivers , towns, landmarks . etc. Is north-eastern England.
I 202 32k Tats stndent s knowledge of *case geography.
S !f0 16k A pma simulating same of the hazards of apse pit mining.
its 200 14k Simulates an geological system Involving rabbits, hawks and wolves . Vow manipulates various key factors.

Cat grade PST

S
S

S
JIS 200

0 1 312
0 1 200
D JIS 202
S IS 320
as JIS 220
U 1 300
T 1 000
0 1 212

tat trade PST

0 J 201
OT 4 100
0 S 210
0 1 101
0 1 101

(E)RC - Geography
Rem - Description .......................»................»....»................................

Simulates population-related growth rates oil" student /standard sets far births deaths . Indust. output, etc.
16t Draws a graph of ppompulation distribution by amp from set data . or data input by the student.
14k Tests vser 's knowledge of Amorleon states sod capitals . Offers goon of fill -sus-tat-blanks or multiple choice.
16k WWzzn the student about Which n y lea a particular state is found In.
1St Students have to read a sop . identifying sysels used en it.
lit Student adjusts factors such ds birth and Mortality rates IN hoer to alter been population and distribution.
32k Player attempts to asap a "ICONIC oreptlon by eking retinal decisions as to a course of *all".
14k Penns conversion between temperature states ; ampules mind chill factor and humidity Index.
Idk graphically depicts mop of various countries 0 the screen.
lit quizzes students on their knowledge of world capitals.

(E)JA - Language
Nam .....»....... Description ...........»...».»...» .......................................................

Ilk A basic drill OR common Filipino words. Simple formotl a word is presented and user enters the transletten.
32k Uses graphics to teach the bead symbols Per letters , and Tests the student ' s recognition of these symbols.
32k Grills student on tremslatlen from English to Latin at vice versa . gives levels of difficulty 0 blots.
tat Drills translation of simple tallith words into Latin . 0lsplays words missed am first try at the end.
14k Presents the student with English words to be translated into Swedish ; am levals of difficulty Provided.

(E)LA - Logic and Problem Solving
is" or program Cat trade PST Nam ............... Description .................................................................................

A T OR N .40 a PJ 202 ;it Program gives the nerve ei OR abject and student decides whether It Is animal vege table or mineral.
AMOROID MIN ." i it 212 lit Player and computer tat

:
torsi eliminating androids. The one was eliminates the last android wins the game.

60TTLECAPS.40 S JI 102 lit Player and computer take turns removing bottlecaps; CAN one to take the lost bottlecap loses the gama.
DUTCH I SLIN.40 C 322 32k Given certain facts about a robbery, the student uses logic to answer relevant questions.
rurtt a.M.an a its lit ifk A rownubr n.w, of rh-t% for two slivers.



CART. mLA - LOGIC AND PFOOLEM SOLVING....
CONCENTRATION . 40 R PJ1 312
CMPS . 40 S its 202
CRYPTO9RAM . 40 6 IS 492
CUIE.40 9 JIS 232
DRAW CAVE .40 0 41 312
ENEROT .40 a 332
FLIGHT SINUL . 40 $ its 432
FUR TRADE .40 GS JIS 312
WNI+ER .O GS 222
NI-0.40 GS JIS 502
IN-ORDER .40 0 it 422

Mme of Program Cat grade PST

I0-TEST.40 0G JISC 219
KALAN.40 6 332
KNIGHT' S TOUR.40 G JtSC 100
LAOTRINTI.40 6 it 231
LOOIILOCR.40 0 1 422
MAGIC SQUANE.40 6 PJIS 722
MASTERMIND 2.40 6 its 432
MASTERMIND 3.40 6 JIS 432
MATCMES.40 6 it 322
MAZE GENERAT.40 GO 200
MUGWUMPS.4o 6 it 322
OIJECT.40 06 PJ 622
05ER0.40 6 315 222
OTHELLO 2.40 G JIS 200
OTHELLO FOR 2.40 6 JIS 212

Name of Program Cat grade PST

OTNELLO.40 a 232
PUZZLE. 44[ IV 1)1$ 000
QUEST 3.40
REMEMDERINO.40

G
6

it
222

REYERSE.40 0 it 202
RNTHECONC.40 0 it 210
SEVEN OAOLES .40 6 ISC 442
SLOT MACNIME .40 S 415 402
SNARR.40 G J 322
SOLITAIRE . 40 S JIS 732
TIC TAC TOE.40 6 Pi 202
TOWER NANO1 .40 0 its 332
TRACE-A-YO00,40 0 Pit 402
NERTY QUEST.40 6 Pi 592

lit Player must remember an assortment of patterns and match than up once they have been concealed,
l6k A simulation of the dice-rolling game called ' CRAPS'.
lit Student tries to decipher a mange by solving the encoding method.
32k The computer scrambles a obit 's cube, and weer attempts tp solve it.
lit An adventure game set Is a note . Player has to find treasatas before starving , dying of thirst or being talent
lit Requires the student to use logic to rasa out various thermometer settings, given a number of elves.
lit The computer simulates the flying of a small plane.
lot A simulation of for trading is Early Canada . Player sells furs while trying to avoid disasters , ambushes, etc.
lit User tries to hit a target by providing the correct angle of f ire for a Comes.
l6k A simulation of the gone NI-0 Object is to remove as many pigs as possible by jumping fate empty holes.
lit Computer ' thinks ' of a 3-digit number and the player tries to guess it with the acid of clues.

(E)LB - Logic and Problem Solving
Na ............... Description •----........................._.-.-•---..........----.......................-....

lit Asks 20 mathematical sequence questions on each run and gives their solutions.
lit The Ancient Egyptian 'pit-and-pebble ' game. Player distributes pebbles so as to take over an opponent ' s pits.
16k A chess go" which uses Varndorf 's role . Computer moves a 'knight ' to every position on the thestbeard.
32k The object , as the title suggests, 1s to find one's way through a maze.
lit Player attempts to Guess the two attributes of a block that the computer Is ' thinking' Of.
Ise A fascinating , frustrating logic pestle.
lit A computer version of ' MASTERMIND ', involving the breaking of a code through use Of logic.
l6k Computer version Of the logic low 'MASTERMIND '. Player tries to break a S-color code ; variable difficulty.
l6k A 'HIM '-type game played a gainst the computer . Object is either to take the last match, or not to take it.
lit Generates mazes and drays than out as a printer.
l6k Object : find 4 hidden 'mvgwumps ' em a co-ordinate grid In 10 moves . Computer advises on proximity of targets.
161: A program for testing pupils ' ability to distinguish between various shapes In groups.
lie The gome of 'OTHELLO , played aga inst the computer.
lit A computer version of the popular gem of logic and capture . Opponent ' s places are taken by enclosing them,
l6k A 2-player gam whose object Is to capture an opponent ' s tokens by enclosing them.

(E)LC - Logic and Problem Solving
Men --------------- Description .................................................................................

lit IN this version of ' OTHELLO ', player and computer attempt to capture each other ' s tokens by enclosing them.
32k Allows student to deal" and solve crossword pu zzles. Sample data may be obtained by loading ' W22LE . OATA'.
16k An adventure game to which the player searches for treasure to a pirates' cave.
lit Student , play ng against the computer , tries to match hidden objects.
lit Player attempts to pot 9 numbers to numerical order by reversing the first 'N' numbers.
16t A version of 'CONCENTRATION ' with 2 pleyersa using hidden rhyming words Instead of cards or objects.
32k An adventure game which traps the plyer in so old house containing numerous treasures.
lit Offers a graphic simulation of plying a slot machine.
lik Player finds a 'snarl ' an a grid by entering the ice ter and radius of a circle In which it might be hidden.
l6k Lots user play all 3 versions of • n computer.
lit Student plays 'TIC-TAC-TOE ' against the computer.
lit Move a pile of different sized blocks from one peg to another, without putting large blocks on smaller ones.
lit Student tries to find hidden words within a time Ileit.
lit Computer acts as an 'artificial Intelligence ', asking questions to Increase Its knowledge In various areas.



(E)LD - Logic and Problem Solving
I'm of Program Cat Grade PST

JS CIVIL UAfl.40 S JIS 322
:ATCNPERS0N.40 G JIS 221
dEICN.40 S JI 000
4ESTYARO N0.40 GS it 442
dUMPU$.40 C it 332
IANTZEE.4O C J1S 322

flame of program Cat Crude PST

too AND Sgt.40 OT 1 402
400 ORtLL.40 0 J 202
400 TEACNER.40 of P 224
AGING 04ILt.40 0 P 202
ADDING QUIZ.40 0 P 202
ADDITION GAME.40
400ITION RACE.40 Do J 202
wo1Tl0N.40 D IS 202
was AND SUOS.40 0 PJ 200
4GEUT 81.0170.40 0 ► 222
LL0. YECTORS.40 o S 202
ALGE11* ORILL.40 OT 1 440
ARITM ORltL.40 0 J 202
ARITHMETIC 1.40 0 J 422
ARITHMETIC.40 D J 202
N.T.C. AD0.40 0 J
N.T.C. 0IVIOE.40 D P 202

lame of Program Cat Grade PST

T.C. FRACT,40
1011.1.40

OG
PJ 412

3.T.C. SUDTRT.40
3AIRSTOw NTN.40 U SC

2t
200

3ALANCE.40 IS it 422
3ASIC MATN.40 D Pi 202
3EADS IN JAR.40 T JI 200
3ETVEEN.40 D P 200

10
ARY.403a OIM

IY E310 D,40
U IS 200

no PATH .40
D P 202316 SUSTRACT.40 0 1 200

31GTINE.40 DCU P 200
'IRON . EEPAN.40 DT S 302
31NORIAL DRIL.40 D IS 201!
31HOMIAL EXP.40 TV I 200

Na ............... OscriPtiam ---..... .......................................................................

lit A Civil Vat simulation . Object Is to via as may battles as possible . Pacts and figures have historical basis,
l6k Player tries to find a way to malt through two without retracing steps.
lit User must flod the odd weight , and determine If It Is lighter or Hasler, gives only 3 chances at the scales.
32k As entertaimiag adventure program which simulates life Is the Wild Vent at the time of the Geld flesh.
l6k An adventure gem is a dodecahedron . Player hunts the 'rumpus' through a series of Imaginary tunnels and rooms.
lot A computer version of the game of -TANTIEE ' to which player tries to roll various comb inations with G dice.

(E)MA - Mathematics
see ............... Description .................................................................................

Ilk grills the student om addition and subtraction of signed authors.
l6k Student has option of doing addition problem with 0 to P rows of numbers , or 0 to I digits 46 each number.
l6k Totten student Now to add numbers together and provides cumulative marking.
in A simple drill on adding two umbers Is the range 1-100.
lit Am addingIs drill which utilizes numbers with UP to 4 digits and points wt Incorrect digits in the answers.

16t Addition drillegame .tPlyersda
ition
dvance the two man on the screen by Correctly answering addition problems.

lit A drill made up of to random addition problems ; entry of digits is left-to-right.
l6k Drills addition or subtraction and lets student Count objects If answer 1s Incorrect; good incentive graphics.
Itt This program uses math questions to solve 4 mystery . Each correct answer reveals a letter Is a secret message.
16k Drills else sub-topics under algebraic vectors.
lit A drill / tutorial is simplify ing algebraic expressions.
lot A timed drill on •, -j and with optimal levels of difficulty.
lot A drill la •. - and with levels of difficulty.
l6k Practice with simple •. -. and
lIt A drill to addition facts against user-set time limit.
I6t Poses division questions ,d ch an to be answered within a time limit set by teacher or student.

(E)MB - Mathematics
MEN ....-.....« Description ...................«............................................................

the
ilk Subbtractloo Teets wi
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pllay
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er vsmcomputer.

too Uses kairstAm ' s iterative method t• find successive quadratic factors of an Nth ardr polynomial,
16t Drills student is balancing various metric weights on simulated scales.
l6k A drill In baste •, - • and /.
16k provides an Illustration of probability by drawing beads from a jr at random.
16t Student attempts to geese a secret a r between gives limits- 0 c Number c I0.
lot Converts decimal numbers (p to $11) late binary for.

S vertically
arranged I to 2-digit results.

1tt IAlesp
rill

onses
i
n to

s imp le
gin math p2-digit (choice of • or /) are keyed to from right-to-left.

l6k Drills the subtraction of whole numbers using large numerals is the agrees display.
lot Creates a large 12 or 24 hour digital eleck, with starm.
32k A drill In expanding binomial products main
32k A drill on expansion of binomial mltiplicat let.
l6k Explains and calculates binomials using Postal - s triangle and large graphics.



(E)MC - Mathematics
Nam of Program Cat

/OOMAS.40 0
IOM$ ADDtTION.40 DG
BRAIN CRANE •,40
BRAIN CRANE 1.40
BRAIN CRANE 1.40
CALCULUS.40
CAR RACE MULT.410
CASH REGISTER.40
CNANGEMIUER.40
CNOICES.40
CLOCX.40
CO-ORDINATES.40
COIN PU22LE,40
COLLECT TERMS.40
COLLECTERMS 1.40

trade PST Mem ............... Description ............................... :.................................................

J 202 16k A drill ON the order of operations.
J 200 16k A drill /game using 2-digit addition problems . If answer is incorrect . a.'bomb' explodes.
J 200 16k This program Wilds up student addition skills by drill method , graphics feature a crane which moves numbers.
PJ 222 16k Uses drill method and incentive graphics to 'Wild up' student ' s division skills.
PJ 222 16k This program ' builds up' the student 's multiplication skills by drill method.
$ 422 16k A drill an simple calculus problems involving acceleration and velocity.
P 202 16k Two players race the Jr 'cars ' across the screen by answering multiplication questions.
P tot 16k After a 'purchase ', user Is required to give oet correct change to the smallest number of bills and coins.
J 200 16k Simulates the buying of Items Is a store . Computer totals prices, adds Was tax and shows how to make change.
1 200 16k A study in probability. illustrates the number of ways to select ' N' Items from 'N' Items.
P 202 32k Computer displays a clock face and student enters appropriate digital time, Total of 10 questions.
it 922 32k A good Introductory lesson on the Cartesian cmrdinate system.
41 200 Ilk Student must weigh Coles se a balance IN Order to discover odd coin.
41 200 16k A drill In collecting like terms Is algebraic expressions ; three levels of difficulty.
1 202 16k A drill In collecting coefficients of like algebraic terms.

(E)MD - Mathematics
Nam of Program Cat

COLLECTERN 2.40 0
COPY CAT.40 a
COUNT I to 10.40 T
COUNT FIVE.40 T
COUNT TEN.40 0
COUNTING.40 a
CURVE FIT.40 TV
DOTS.40 065
DECIMAL ARITN.40 0
DECIMAL SIZE.40 0
DECOMPOSE.40 DT
DERIY OF POLY.40 U
DICE THROW.40 S
DIV ORILL.40 0
ORILL.40 0
DRILLS.40 0
ELLIPSE TRANS.40 U

Grade PST Na --------------- Description ......------..........-------------...----------...........----------------------

1 202 16k gives practice collecting coefficients of like algebraic terms.
it 200 16k Orilis student In remembering numbers and letters.
P 200 16k Teaches student coveting from 1-10.
p 000 Ilk This program uses graphics to 614 the student to learning how to count to ten.
P 200 Ilk This program uses graphics to drill student In counting from 1-10.
EP 202 16k This program helps youngsters learn crating by asking them how many objects are on the screen.
SC $00 32k Teaches evaluation of a polynomial to fit a set of points, integration and plotting included.
it 202 16k Student answers problems Is • S - e and / is order to score points on a dart board; good range of difficulty.
it 402 16k Computer generates random dec imals for a quit made up of 4 nth problem (., - 0 and /).
J 202 16k The student selects the largest of three ambers with Identical digits , but with different decimal position.
1 201 16k This program teaches and drills the factoring of trinomial equations using the method of decomposition.
S 200 16t This program finds the derivative of polynomials entered by the user.
IS 000 16k Demonstrates distribution of dice -sue frequencies using variable no, of dice and no. of sides to the dice.
J 202 16k A drill in basic division with divisors from 1-10.
p 202 16k Drills addition, subtraction ( to 20), division and multiplication (to 9 times table).
PJ 202 16k Provides practice In q -. a and /.
S 200 16k Student Inputs the variables (values less than 12) for computer -drawn elipses and transformations.

(E)ME - Mathematics
Name of Program Cat

ENDGAME T10.40 0
EQU'N MANIP,40 OT
EQUATION EXA.40 DOS
EQUATION 1-Y.40 U
EQUATION.40 DT
EQUATIONS.40 0
EXPONENT MULT.40E 0
EXPOMEMTS.40 OT

Grade PST Mae --------------- Description ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

J 200 16k User performs 4 operations on S members to solve a mathematical puzzle.
it 202 16k Drills student on problem involving the Isolation of a single variable In a simple equation ; poor explanation.
I 222 16k Student finds how may marbles are in a bag by balancing bags against J esse marbles on a simulated scale.
I 200 I►k User Inputs A, 1 and C for linear equations and the program graphs the resulting time.
1 202 16k Student solves a linear equation is 1 unknown . Computer shows solution if requested.
1 200 16k Emulates equation -sal ring procedure by asking student to find number of mrbld$ In each bag on a balance scale.
I 220 16k A program which drills a student in s mple algebraic multiplication involving mefUNals.
1 202 16k This program instructs and drills the student In multiplication and division of exponents.



CANT. (E)HE - MATHEMATICS....
FACTOR ORILL.40 0 IS 202 Ilk-A 6111 eo factorial polynomial equations to the 5th degree . Requires Iii memory for higher option levels.
FACTOR TR1.40 0 1 200 ilk Provides practice to solvin quadratic equations.
FACTOR TRINO .40 0 IS . 202 Ilk A drill on factorial trinomia l s into linear equations.
FACTOR HIOLE .40 0 411 200 Ilk Student must break various numbers down into their prime factors.
FACTORIAL.40 U IS 200 ilk Provides answers to factorial up to S00.
FACTORS,40 U JIS 200 16k This program calculates the prime factors of whole Numbers Input by the user.
FAST 1NT11.40 DO J 202 Ilk Players compete to a lame/drill Mae object is to answer addition problems as quickly as possible.
FC'N 9RAP1 .40 U I 200 15k A load graphing utili ty. Self-modifying ; inserts user-input fanctions into line 1026.
FLASHCAROS .40 0 J 202 Ilk Or Its students on •. -. and o.

(E)MF - Mathematics
Name of Program Cat

FMC EST/SOUN:4OF DG

Grade KT Ms ............... Oescripttn ..................................................................................

FRACTION WIE.40 09
FRACTION PRAC.40 0
FUNC NACMINE.40 015
FUNC KOT.40 T
GAUSS REDUCT.40 U
GEOMETRY.40 0
GEOMETRTTERMS.40 OT
GRAPH PLOT.40 U
GRAPH PRINTER.40 U
GRAPH SHAP.40 S

GRAP11IM6.40 T
HI-CALC.40 0
NI-LOH.40 6
MYPIOL TRANS.40 U
Ix-OETYEEN.40 G
INDIRECT EYIO.40 0

gas of program Cat

INT.ADD .FAST.40 0
IRT/E2 ANGLES.40 0
INTEGER AOO.40 0
INTEGER ARITM.40 0
IMTEOER LINES.40 U
INTEGERS 2.40 0
INTEGERS.40 0
INTEGRATION.40 T
INTERPOLATION.40 OT
INTERSECT LlN.40 0
INTERSECT PT.40 0
111TERSECTION.40 0
INTGR*PYRN0.40 0
LADDER MULT.40 06
LAZER MATN.40 06
LIMIT CIRCLE.40 TV

J 022 Ilk A frectln estimation game is which the student must pens the correct fractional distance to a target.
J 000 Ilk A target appears me a number 11*0 from 0 to 2; nor must guess the fractional valve the target represents.
J 202 16k Drills the user on conversion between decimals and . fractins.
JI 500 32k A simulated machine cranks out a number ; student must Owns the secret operation that's Peon performed an it.
S 200 16k Student an request examples of functions (circle , parabola ellipse etc.) and Change the defining equations.
5 200 Ilk Student enter{ the centlicients at a system of linear ""times and the computer calculates the answer.
it 602 ilk A geometric shape recognition drill In which the student must name various polygons.
JI 202 16k Explains the geometric term angle point , line. 1100 segment and ray and presents a quiz Afterwards.
I 200 Ilk Plots the graph of a user -defined function.
JIS 200 ilk Program drams a graph according to user-specified parameters.
15 300 16k Graphs any eatin. Allows the new is move a window vowed on the graph and to chan ge the window ' s specs.1 200 Ilk User Inputs ce-ordinate and the computer plats It It computer plate co-ordinate and the user maws it.
1 200 Ilk Illustrates and compares 3 methods of graphing pouts.
IS 200 Ilk Student must use calculus to maximize an algebrate equation.
PJ 200 Ilk Computer guesses a Author between I and 1,000 ,000 in less this 20 guesses.
S 200 Ilk From coefficients lapel by the student. a graph is plaited Is standard position and with transformation,
it 101 Ilk Player bets on whether or net a third card s vales Is Gated to fall between that of two cards dealt face-up.
I 202 Ilk Gives student practice in formulating hypotheses and drawing conclusions.

(E)MG - Mathematics
Grade PST Man --------------- Description -------------------- ».........................................-.................

J01 202 Ilk Drills students is integer and whole somber addition.
it 200 Ilk Drills students on the relationships between interior and exterior angles.
J 202 10k Drills student on the addition of single -dtglt signed nus0ers.
I 202 32k A good drill In Integer addltlan and subtradtn.
1 400 Ilk Student inputs the coefficients of two linear equations and the computer items their point of Intersection
al 202 .32k Drills student Is a, -. a and I of Integers.
J 202 Ilk Program offers a series of problems In a. -, and e.
1 200 32k Demonstrates Calculation of areas under serves by summing Increasingly narrower strips of rectangles
S .

Ilk A program an Interpolation and determination of a circle.
IS 200 16k Finds Intersection Point of M 11n$ lpet by ser.
I 200 Ilk The student finds the point of intersection 0 two lines by inference Fran In formation about the points ;pant.1 202 Ilk A drill on the angles formal by intersecting Items.
I 202 Ilk For each correct answer to an addition K subtraction problem , another level is added to a 'pyramid'.
J 202 I0k Drills multiplication tables . Correct Answers move student p steps of a ladder.
P4 202 Ilk Student must answer an addition problem before a Isar destroys the block. Choice of number of digits (1-8).
I5 400 Ilk Calculates the limit of an equation for the area of a circle.



Name of Program Cat

LIN E0N.10 0
LINE INTERSCT.60 U
LINEAR EOUAT.40 U
LINEAR STS.40 0
LONG DIVISION.40 0
MAKING CHANGE.40 0
MARBLE STAT.60 5
MATCH UP NUM.60 DG
MATH DICE.40 0
MATH ORILL.40 0
MATH FACTS.40 0
MATH MANIA.40 BE
MATH PACK.60 T
MATH SWIM.40 04
MATM TUTOR.40 0
MATRIX MTM.40 09

Na" of Program Cat

MATRIX.aG I U
MEASURE.40 OS
MET/STD CONY.60 U
METRIC ( ECOO).40 0
METRIC CONYER.40 0
METRIC DRILL.40 0
METRIC ORILLS.40 0
METRIC 14.10 0
METRIC TEST.60 0
METRIC YOLUME.60 0
MICRO MTM.60 07
NICROMATH •-.10 OT
MISSING NUM.40 0
MISSING NUMS.40 0
MON.PROOUCT.40 OT
MONOMIAL MULT.40 0

lame of Program Cat

MONSTER MULT .40 Be
MULT DINOMIAL:10 0
MULT ORILL . 40 0
MULTIPL611S . 40 OU
MUNCMKIN MULT . 40 0
NUMBER GUESS . 40 09
NUMBER SEQ . 40 0

(E)MH - Mathmetics
Grade PST Men ............... Description .................................................................................

IS 200 In Drill on solving linear equations.
J 200 16k User Inputs the parameters for two Time and the computer returns point of Intersection.
1 200 l6k Draws a graph of linear line with valves for A. D and C suppl led by the user.
1 202 16k Student can choose to solve up to 4 equations and 4 unknowns at one time, correct answer follows each turn.
it 202 Ilk Drills student In integer long division with set "table levels of difficulty.
P 202 16k Student must give out correct change using the fewest bills and coins possible.
S S00 16k Simulation of a probability machine with marbles dropping over a matrix of pegs.

P 000 16k Student Is required to determine which two numbers on the sere" are the same.
200 It Develops counting skills by requiring the student to total the dots which come up with each throw of 2 dice.

P 204 16k Drills basic addition , subtraction, multiplication and division using large-sized graphics.
Pi 202 16k Drills students In •. -, a and /.
J 000 l6k Student moves a character about the screen until a question mark is bit ; a simple arithmetic question follows.

S 200 32k This program evaluates prime factors ew01c/gadr •t le equal loos combinations S permutations , factorials, etc.

Pit 202 16k Drills 2 players on •, - A. and /. Intertataing graphics of swimmers act as an Incentive.

Pi 202 16k Drills student In +. -, ° and 1.
it 000 16k Provides factoring practice within the context of a game.

(E)MI - Mathematics
Grade PST Men --------------- Dacriptton .................................................................................

S 200 161, Adds , subtracts , multiplies and determines metvices.
Pi 000 16k Student most read a ruler measuring various objects.
it 200 l6k Program perform metric /standard conversions for temperature , length, weight , area and volume.
it 202 lik Student Is required to convert between various metric units.
J 000 16k Drills student to metric conversions within metric.
NI 200 l6k Program drills conversion of all alts within metric . Including volume.
it 202 32k Drills the user In metric conversions within the metric system.
Pit 202 16k This program drills conversion of units of distance within metric.
J1 202 16k Drills students in converting between various waits of length within metric.
it 422 16k Practice in converting between waits of volume within metric.
I 401 32k A drill /lessen on finding the coordinates of a point an a cartesian graph.
1 200 16k Teaches and drills the addition and subtraction of Integers.
EPT 200 32k Student must Identify the missing number in a series from 1.10. A happy /sad face Indicates right /wrong answers.
p 200 16k Given a list from 1-20. student most type to the missing number.
I 400 16k Provides instruction and practice 1n multiplying 2 or 3 monomial factors.
I 202 l6k Program allows practice in multiplying two or three monomial factors with exponents.

(E)MJ - Mathematics
Grade PST Man ............... 0escriptio1 .................................................................................

Pi 701 32k User builds wall to repel monster by correctly answering multiplication questions . Variable time, difficulty.
15 202 16k Student must provide 3 coefficients corresponding to each binomial equation presented.
Pi 202 16k A timed multiplication drill lnvolving 2 numbers . Their valves are set by student, as is no . of questions.

J 202 16k For drilling to multiplication ; seven results of test to disk or tape.
Pi 202 32k A drill an times tables using a student -selected number from 1-99 and the Numbers 1-10.

EP 200 161 Student is asked to guess a number from a number line.
1 l6k Student must supply the correct number sequence of 2-digit numbers.



CONT. (E)MJ - MATHEMATICS....
IUMSER TRATN . 40 0 p SOt
NUNSER•TOE 2 .40 It JI 202
NUMSIR.40 U S 200
DPERATIONS.40 0 JI 222
ORDERED PAIRS.40 U 41 000
PARASOLA . 40 U S 700
PARALLEL LINE.40 DT I 202
PERIMETER .40 0 J 200
PERU AND CONl.40 U IS 000
PERMS a CONsS . 40 U S 200
►1 CALCULATOR. 40 U ISC 200

Name of Program Cat grade PST

PIZZA.40 0 1 202
PLACE VALUEP3.40 E ► 200
PLACE VALUE.40 DT J 202
PLANE$.40 0 S 402
PLANET INTESR.40 DCT I 712
POLAR 1.40 U 1 200
►MLICE SUM .40 06 J 202

PÔLtfP1.01.40
uU IS 200

S 200
POLTOON SECT.40 U IS 200
POKER-FACT.40 U S 100
PONRS A ROOTS.40 0 I 202
PRIME d SIEVE.40 T 1 200
PRIME FACT.40 U JIS 000
PRIME FACTO1.40 U JI 20
PRIME NIMaERS.40 U 41 200
PROIMILITY.40 S Pi 000
QUAD. EQ' N.40 T S 200

Name of Program Cat grade PST

QUAD.40 DT IS 202

E
1 000

AI 0.40QUIZ 0 EP 202
QUi2 OIVISION.40 0 J 20
•0012 MULT.40 0 PJ 202

QUIZ SU40RACT.40
0 J 200

IS 200
RANDON.40 S PJ 000
RECIPES.40 U J 200
REDUCE FRACT.40 0 J 202
RESULTMTS.40 U S 200
REVERSE 1.40 C JI 200
MD CENERATOR.40 S it 200
ROLLS TIL ONE.40 S 1 200

I6k Student gives the member coming before and after a given one. A graphics 'train' arrives for a correct answer,16k Similar to TIC -TAC-TOE '. except that player must make the first two numbers in a row add up to the third one.
26k Finds the mean, standard devia tion mxlmm and minimam of a user-input set of numbers.
26k Explains order of operations . Owsttees become harder If user gets 3 corrects In a row ; S levels of difficulty.
26k generates ordered palrs ease give. function sad starting point.
)2k Plots and re-plots parabolas according to student-input parameters.
16k A drill in the 0 angles formed by a 11ne Intersecting 2 parallel lines.
16k Student must flad perimeter of displayed rectangle . 01" %1ens are printed en 2 or 4 sides at vser ' s request.
16k Program computes permutations and cam inatin% given sta . of set and subset.
16k User inputs the variables a and r, the program computes the number efcombinatlons (ntr) and permutations (nh).
16k Calculates pi to as many decimal places as requested . Slow • calculation to 40 places tales 7 minutes.

(E)MK - Mathematics
Ma ............... description .................................................................................

16k Student must deliver pizza to houses located an the ISE quadrant of a Cartesian coordinate plane.
I6k Using random digits , player and computer compete to make 2 numbers with the largest difference between this.
Ilk Student is taught the sigelfleance of a digit's posit loo is a decimal number and is drilled on tame.
16k A drill In evaluating equations dealing with plains.
16k A graphing game whose object is to reach a certain point am a grid. Teaches graphing using 1-T axis.16k Student may enter the parameters for equation R•ACOS(I2) and see function plotted.
16k Student must correctly answer subtraction problems in order to save 4 town from robbers.
16k Plots polynomials r 'to degree S.
16k Finds the polynomial of best fit for a Series at data.
16k Calculates centrolds and memento of inertia of polygon.
16k Computes factors or powers up to 260 digits to length.
I6k A drill to squares , cubes, square roots end caba roots of tall and large numbers.
16k A tutorial an finding primes eels the sieve of tratesthenes.
161t This program resolves any number tote its prim factors.
16k finds the prim factors of members entered by the nsr.
I6k Finds all prim .ambers up to that mtred by the stedeat.
16k illustrates the random distribution of balls cascading between obstacles on the act"*.
26k Student inputs the coefficients of 64 equation, solves It and Compares the result with the computr's answer,

(E)ML - Mathematics
NOR ............... Description .»...............„.............................................................

16t Asks student to determine the mutter and form of the roots to a glen quadratic equation.
16k Simulates queuing at a bank with O tellers window.
16k presents the student with a sris of oddities problems.
Ilk A simple division drill.
16k A straightforward drill as a series of multiplication problems.
26k Provides practice to simple subtractloo.
16k Takes sets of Points and Picks line of best fit ; also gives statistics IS each point.
16k A pow simulation of a random generator, giving frequency of numbers.
16k Converts kitchen measurements from Standard to S.I . or vice versa.
16k A drill In reducing fractions.
16k Resolves user-input vectors on • Cartesian or polar grid.
16k Student must rearrange Mumbers or letters so that they are IN the proper order.
16k Program allows user to experiment with random number generator statement.
16k Simulates the roll of a die , keeping track of the number of tells needed to roll a one.



CONT. (E)ML - MATHEMATICS....
ROMAN.40 0 it 402 16k Practice in conversion of Roman numerals to decimals and vice versa.
ROOTFINOER .40 U is 200 l6k Finds the roots of a polynomial op to the 20th degree.
ROOTS QUI2 . 40 0 IS 202 16k Oriels students to finding roots to trinomial equations.
S. {.IUTN .10 0 J 200 16k Story-book math problems WAR data (6Mwts, people and food ) Input by the student.

- S.N.{'KETSALL. 40 06 1S 002 16k A drill in the Conversion of numbers to scientific notation.

Name of Program Cat grade PST

SCIENTIFIC.40 0 I 202
SNAPES.40 DT E 200
SI.COMVERSION.10 0 it 202
SIEYE.4O T it 200
SIGMIF OIGIT.40 0 IS 002
SIMES . SOLYER.40 U IS 200
SINP.SU{ST.10 0 I 220
SINE GRAPM . 60 TU IS 200
SLOPE AND INT.40 0 I 000

. SLOPE / INTRCPT.40 T I 200
SMALL NATH.10 D P 220
SHOOPY . 40 06 Pi 202
SPLASHOOWN.40 OG J 200
STATISTICS 1.40 U IS 200
STATISTICS 2.40 U IS 200
STATISTICS 3.40 U IS 200
STATISTICS.40 U IS 20O

Name of Program Cat Grade PST

STORY PROO.40 0 it 202
SUSTRACTION.40 0 J 402
SURYEY.40 U IS 200
SYHMETRIC.IO 0 J 200
TALES.40 0 J 122
TIC TAC ARITH . 40 06 Pi $00
TIC TOC CLOCK.40 CT P 123
TIME Of OAY.10 O1 P 200
TIMES TIMER.40 0 Pi 220
TRANSLATION.40 S S 200
TREASURE AOD.10 0 P 202
TRI$ONOMETRT.40 0 IS 202
TRINOMIAL PAC.40 OT I 112
TWELVE SLOCKS.10 G is 600
UP THE LAOOER . 40 06 Pi 202
VECTOR ALGE$.40 0 5 400

(E)MM - Mathematics
Hem ............... Description ------------------------------- ------------------- .------------------------------

16k Provides practice to scientific notation.
l6k Teaches the student to distinguish between various objects.
32k Drills students to Metric conversion within metric.
16s Demonstrates method of determining prim numbers by eliminating multiples of Integers.
16k A drill on the number of significant digits In various numbers.
16k Solves up to S unknowns with S equations.
16k A quiz in evaluating monomial expressions.
16k Student sets the parameters for a sine curve which Is too plotted by the computer.
16k Drills students on line equation forms and Intercepts
16k A tutorial on slope , n-intercept and y- intercept of linear equations.
16k Drills students on addition and subtraction.
16k Player keys In a member corresponding to Snoopy ' s relative position along a line in order to hit the Red Baron,
16k Student sun dicers ' scores . Each correct sum gives a letter of a mystery place -name which student must guess.
16k Compares sets of numbers according to PHI correlation.
16k Compares sets of numbers through the Coefficient of determination.
16k Compares sets of numbers through the correlation coefficient.
16k Calculates median average , frequency and standard deviation.

(E)MN - Mathematics
Ma ............... Description .................................................................................

16k Student enters favorite friends , foods and animals and story problems are treated using this data.
16k Drills subtraction with 4 digits.
32k A utility for taking surveys.
16k Draws a symmetrical pattern as the scrota.
16k Drills multiplication of positive and negative numbers from -100 to 100.
32k Math version of 'TIC -TAC-TOE ' for 2 . Player must answer arithmetic problem (•, -, •, /) to occupy a space.
Ilk A game designed to teach the student how to tell time.
16k Instructs and tests the student in clock reading.
16k A multiplication drill in which the student tries to answer as may questions as possible in 60 seconds.
16k Shifts Y-1 squared according to user-chosen Shifts In the 'I' and ' T' directions . Shift is animated.
16k Student must add numbers in order to cross 6 stream. too "my mistakes bring a 'dunking',
16k Drill on sine , cosine and tangent at 30, 65 and 60 degree angles.
16k This program gives practice in trinomial factorial . with excellent tutorial hints if required.
16k Student has 3 weighings to discover which one of 12 blacks Is keavip/lighter than the others . Good graphics.
16k Problems In addition of numbers from 0 to f. Student goes up one read cf a ladder for each correct answer.
32k Drill to cross , dot product , addition and subtraction of vectors up to 12 dimensions.



(E)MO - Mathematics
.. ---...........................................................................same of Progress tat trade PST Na -------- _----- Descript ion

YECTOR .40 U IS 000 32k A pod utility package for manipulating vectors.
VELOCITY PR05.40 0 IS 202 l6k A drill is problems oo velocity , time and distance.
I EQUALS N1.2.40 U 1 200 16k This program graphs Nees, given slope 'N ' and T-intercept W.
ZERO 111 .40 G J 200 16k The computer picks a member awl the student attempts to guess It.
ZONE 1 .40 DC P 202 16k A plotting gene. The computer draws two invisible lines on a grid. student vans clues to find Intersection.

(E)NA - Music
Nor. of Program tat grade PST Na ............... Description ................................................................................

MUSIC PIL1 .40 U JIS 400 32k This program is a caste file management system.
MUSIC MACMIME .40 U 415 $00 32k Program enables near to play/write music an a staff, and load /save compositions. Good features and graphics.
MUSIC THEORY .40 I J 202 16k A basic Introduction to musical notation.
PUNK ROCK .40 0 IS 402 16t A quiz on facts concerning punk reek .
SERIALI5M.40 T 5 100 32k Demonstrates the 12 tone raw. including inversion, retrograde and retrograde Inversion . A good tutorial.
SOUNDS .40 T 000 Ilk A demonstration of PET seems effects.

(E)PA - Physical and Health Education
Name of Program Cat Grade PST Na ............... Descript ion ............ .....................................................................
CHILD AIUUE .40 0 IS 202 16k Program asks a series of questions to test the user ' s awareness of child abese , teenage pregnancy and adoption.
DRIVER £0.40 0 IS 222 32k A drill very similar to a beginner's permit test, based on the Driver ' s Handbook , Ministry of Transportation.
LIFE STYLES .40 GU IS 200 16k Offers an assessment of lifestyle, based on user-Input data regarding health , excercise , personal habits, etc.
LIPESPAN .40 EU IS 200 lot Given user-Input data an schooling , exercise mental state , stress, eta., program estimates lift expectancy.
METEOR .40 0 JIS 000 16t Gauges reaction time and bawl/eye ce-ordination . User presses a key as soon as a 'star' on the screen 'falls'.
REACT .40 0 JI5 000 Ilk Tests user's reaction time (reflexes ) by timing Wow long it takes ter/him to hit the space bar after a signal.
REACTION TEST .40 0 it 202 Ilt A test of student's reaction ter to a stimulus.
REFLEX TIMER . 40 0 JIS 002 16t Tests user's reflexes bmeasuring reaction tine.
RUNNING QUIZ . 40 0 JIS 202 16k A quit on various aspects of raising and jogging.
YELLOW LIGHT . 40 GS its 16k Simulates a car approaching an intersection . When light turns yellow, player must decide whether to stop or go.

(E)SA - Science
Raw of Program Cat Grade PST Ma -------------- Description ------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------_-----
ACCELERATION.40 CS ISt 200 16k Player estimates what the initial meloaity of a ball lust be for it to fall into a cup,
ALT.$AZIMUTN.40 U 1SC 200 16k Calculates the positions of several stars.
BALANCE CHEM.40 DT IS 200 32k A tutorial/drill it balancin equations. .

etc' OHM'S La. 40 0 it 302 Ilk A drill an Ohm 's lw, estal Purge numbers.
MROWNIAN.40 ST JI 300 16k A good simulation of Sroon a notion.
BUOYANCY.40 BY ISC 250 32k A tutorialldrill on the concepts Of mess. might and buoyancy.
CASCADE.40 S J 110 Ilk A simulation of a waterfall.
CHARGED PART.40 ST ISC 250 32k A simulation and tutorial focusing a electron mass measurement.
CHEM 12.40 D JIS 202 Ilk A drill on nomenclature and the ratio of state from different elements in a compound.
CHEN CALC.40 U JIS 2.00 16k Calculates various chemical ratios and quantities given other known quantities.



CONT. (E)SA - SCIENCE....
CNEN QUIZ.40 0 Sc 203
CNEM. PR05.40 OT IS 202
CMENIST.40 S JISC 101
CHEMISTRY.40 0 IS 202

Nam of Program Cat Grade PST

CIRCUIT 3.40 U ISC 200
CIRCUIT 4.40 1 ISC 200
CONPOUNDS.40 0 ISC 202
CONPRESS.40 U 1 200
CYLINDER.40 OT JI 322
DECAY.40 U I 200
OEFECT.40 TU ISC 200
DENS1TT.40 U ISC 200
DRILL $1.40 OT IS 342
E- CONFI$UR'N.40 I ISC 300
E.M.T.40 65 ISC 210
EARTIQUARE.40 DT ISC 210
ELECT. QUI2.40 0 IS 201
ELECTRICITY.40 TO ISC 212
ELECTRO hAG 2.40 ST ISC 100

Name of Program Cat Grade PST

ELEMENT QU1Z.40 0 ISC 201
ELEMENTS.40 0 ISC 210
ENZYMES.40 $T ISC 200
EOUIVALENTS.40 DT ISC 243
FAST FOURIER.40 U C$ 200
FISNING.40 GS IS 202
FOOD CIIAIN.40 0 JIS 200
FORCE CONY.40 U JISC 100
FRED A TIME.40 ST ISC 300
FUSE.40 0 JI 201
GAS EQUATIONS.40 0 ISC 200
6EI6ER.40 $T IS 200
SAN CYLINDER.40 TO ISC 210
GRAVITY QUIZ.40 0 ISC 201

Name of Program Cat Grade PST

NARM0NIC0SPLT.4 U ISC 200
IDEAL GAS UW.40 S ISC $90
INTERFERENCE.40 U ISC 200
INTERMODUL'N.40 I ISC 200

16k A drill on symbols , valences And naves of dements.
32k A drill on the ' Hale' concept , and on conversion from and to particles , mass and volume.

16k Student attempts to dilute a dangerous acid to the correct chemical ratio.

16k A drill on various aspects of chemistry. The questions are randomly chosen.

(E)SB - Science
Mass --------------- Description ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16k Calculates current through a resistor given Its resistance and the voltage.
l6k Tutors the student on capacitors.
l6k A drill on chemical nomenclature.
16k Converts measurements In one unit of pressure to another.
32k A drill /tutorial on reading graduated cylinders.
16k Calculates and graphs half-life and mass for decay.
16k Calculates and reviews concepts dealing with mass defect of isotopes.
16k Calculates density given mast end volume.
S6k A drill an metric conversion within metric.
32k A tutorial on Schrodtnger ' s model of the atom and placement of electrons in orbitals.
32k Student assures the role of a doctor asked to diagnose various uses.
32k Tutors student on finding apieentars of earthquakes . Requires a handout.
16k A drill on Ohm's lw.
32k A tutorial and drill an Ohm's iw , energy. paver, and energy cost problems.
32k A tutorial , with good graphics , On. the applications of electromagnetism.

(E)SC - Science
Nam --------------- Description ............................................................................'---.

l6k A quiz an chemical elements and symbols.
16k A drill on the Chemical symbols.
16k Demonstrates the effect of various factors an the functioning of enzymes.
32k A tutorial /drill on chemical equivalents , molarity and normality.
l6k Fourier transformations and anal y)sts of curves . The computer decomposes complex waves into components.
16k Player tries to estimate the number of trout In each of several lakes by catching , marking and returning fish.
32k A drill having to do with the Placement of organisms In a food chain.
16k Performs conversions from one unit of farce/mess to another.
16k The student must estimate the period of a revolving square . Reviews the basics of frequency and period.
16k A drill on choosing the appropriate fuses to handle a given current.
16k A drill on gas volumes, temperatures and pressures.
ilk An accurate simulation of a Geiger counter sensing radioactive samples.
16k A tutorial and drill on reading graduated cylinders.
l6k This program Is a quiz on planetary orbits and gravity.

(E)SD - Science
mem --------------- Descr iption ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16k graphs the effect of harmonics on the fundamental wavelength.
l6kA simulation of an experiment involving toyle's and Charles ' law (PV-nrT).
16k Program graphs waves separately along their Interposed Image.
16k Calculates the intermodulation distortion products for every combination of frequencies entered by the user.



CUNT. (E)SD -
IONS.40
RIMEMATICS.40
LEVER.40
LOCK-KET.40
MAGIC PONOER.40
MALARIA.40
MASS.40
MATCNINO 09.40
MATCHING $OL.40
METRIC CONV.40
MILLIRAMS £IP.40
MINI £015011.40
MITOSIS.40

SCIENCE....

0 ISC 203
9 Ise 203
OS JISCT 302
ST ISC 200
6 JIS 202

U ISStt 200

0 Ise 201
U JISC 300
s ICS goo
GS 1St 202
ST Ise 010

Nam of Program Cat Grade PST

MOL4R1TT.40 U IS 200
MOLE CONCEPT.40 0 Ise 412
MOLECULAR LES.40 IT ISC 230
MOLECULE RACE.40
MOMENTUM CAI.40 OT ICS 252
MOMENTUM TES1.40 o ise 202
MOTION PROS.40 0T ISC 200
MUTAMT.40 S ISC 200
NICNE.40 S Ise 201
NUC REACTOR.40 6S 1St 311
OMM!.40 0 1St 302
ORBIT PLOT.40 S its 200
OR5IT.40 G JISC 200

Na" of Program Cat Grade PST

PALKO ' S AUDIT.40 U ISe 200
PERCENT COMP.40 U ISC 200
PERCENT.40 U Ise 200
PERIOOIC PROP.40 T Ist 600
PM PROBLEMS.40 IT Ist 241
PHOTEL.40 OS Ise zoo
PHOTOSYNTM.40 S Ist 210
POLLUTION.40 S IS 200
PROJ .MDTION.40 S its 200
PROJECTILE.40 07 Ise S42
RADIO OECAT.40 1 Ist 200
RATE 5.40 T its 200
REO.POM . SUP.40 U st too
RESIST TEST V.40 0 is 202

16k A drill on the formulae and valences of sons and radicals.
Ilk A drill OR kinematic problem concerning the motion of a bell threw vertically upwards.
Ilk Student learns to balance a simulated lower by alterin g the distance between the weight and the fulcrum.
16k Shows the effects of inhibitors a the enzyme acetychollnesterase.
Ilk Student deduces the Identity of a mystery powder by the process of elimination.
16k Player administrates foods to Mid hospitals and provides medical supplies to combat on outbreak of malaria.
Ilk Calculates the pro molecular aso of any compound , given the "Ober and type of elements it contains.
Ilk Student matches questions as dispersion, solute , suspensions etc. to correct answers . Responses are timed.
16k A drill Is which the student Is recurred to match questions 1. 10'-
16t A program which perform interactive metric conversions.
16k Simulates Milliken ' s Oil drop experiment.
16k Student is put In charge of operating a simulated Bawer station.
32k Tutors the student on mitosis, wing good graphic presentations.

(E)SE - Science
man ............... Description ..............__..___............................................................

ilk A program which converts mass to moles to molar ity.
32k A drill an converting from alas to gram molecular mass. The program has a built in calculator mode.
32k Tutorial and drill on VSEFR ( Valence Shell Electron Fair Repulsion ) method of determining shapes of molecules.
Ilk Simulates diffusion of molecules across space.
16k Computer assisted Instruction as momentum problems.
16k A quiz an momentum. Student should be familiar with 'MOMENTUM CA1.40 ' beforehand.
32k A tutorial and drill on problems In kinetics.
1St Simulates the "tat ion of peppered moths to block notes within a population.
32k Simulates the effects of acing *tennis" in different habitats, with ever controlling several variables.
32k A simulation game is which the student control$ the opbrat/a of a "clear reactor.
16k Asks random questions an Ohm's law. with a time 1101t and storekeeping provided.
16k Plots the orbit of a satellite around a sets.
Ilk User most locate and destroy a inviable spaceship by guessing Its distanc e And angle is degrees.

(E)SF - Science
Ma ............... Description ............................................................................

16k Calculates average energy consumption gives the frequency of as of several different appliances.
16k A chemistry utility program which calculates percent composition of each element in a compound.
Ilk Calculates the percent composition of an element is a Copound.
16k Generates bar grephs of periodic properties vs atomic maker.
32k A tutorial and drill on pan concepts.
16k given frequency of x-rays, war must fine the voltage setting which causes a collector current to reduce to 0.
16k Simulation of an experiment varying the factors affecting the rate of photosynthesis.
16k Simulates the depletion of mayga Is water systems by factors such as waste , temperature, treatment, etc.
16k Plots trajectory of a pro jectt a given initial height, angle of elevation and velocity.
32k Computer-assisted instructtion on projectile problems.
16k Calculates one of the unknowns to the formula for radioactive decay.
36k Demonstrates the effect of different factors On the rate of a reaction.
32k Prints out circuit diagrams for specified power supplies.
16k A timed quiz an resisters.



(E)SG - Science
Nam of Program Cat trade PST Men --------------- Description - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RESISTANCE.40 OT 1St 250 . 32k A tutorial and drill on series sad parallel circuits.
RESISTORS.40 OT IS 211 16k A tutorial/drill on parallel and series circuits.
NIX CMEMIST.40 0T ISC 413 32t A tutorial /drill OR elements radicals and acids.
SOLAR SYSTEM.40 ST PJIS 200 32k Displays a diagram of the se ar system and provides information about It.
SPECIFIC MEAT,40 U C 200 UUk Helps teacher to calculate and mark specific beat problems.
STOICHIOMETRY.40 U 1St 200 l6k Calculates stoichiomtric unknowns given information, Input by the moor.
TEMP . CONY.40 OT JIS 210 32k A tutorial /drill on Kelvin and Celsius temperature scales.
TITRATE.40 ST ISC 302 l6k A simulation of a titration experiment designed to give the student practice In that procedure.
YELOCITY.40 S 1St 200 161 Simulation of an experiment involving a cart . Requires a stop-watch, graph paper and a calculator.
VERNIER SCALE.40 OT JISC 202 16% A tutorial /drill on reading a mater scale.
VAYES 3.40 ST JfS 300 16k A tutorial on, and simulation of, interference patterns.
WEATHER XAN.40 V IS 200 16k Converts temperatures and calculates hunides, wind Chill factor, etc.
TOUNG'5.40 S IS 200 Ilk A simulation of double slit diffraction.

Nam of Program Cat Grade PST

BMAILLE.40 OT PJISC 200
CIRCUITS.40 OS JISC 722
N0NE.40 U JISC 201
METER READING.40 0 IS 302
MORSE COOE.40 D JISC 202
MJLTIMETER.40 OT ISC 312

Nam of Program Cat Grade PST

ALPHA SORT.40 U 410
BASE CMANGE.40
COPY-ALL (ND)

U
U

J1S
JISC

ZOO

DISK D I SPLAY.40 U 000
DISK LISTER.40 U 000
GRAPH SUBRT.40 U IS 000
NEIADECIMAL.40 U it 100
KEYBOARD.40 U 110
MENSEE.40 TU IS 200
UNCOMPACTOR U 200

(E)TA - Technology
Has -------------- Description

-----------------------.---.----------------------------------------__----------.

32k A tutor lal and drill on Braille.
32k Drill OR Current flow through circuits. From a circuit diagram, student determines whether a lamp Is an or off.
32k generates a graph of energy consumption In a typical him in Peterborough.
32k Review and drill an the reading of a mitimter voltmeter scale.
16k Program presents a letter to Horse code and gives the student 3 chances to Identify It.
32k Tutorial and drill an reading voltmeters and micrometers.

(E)UA - Utilities
Mom --------------- Description ................................................................................._

16k Sorts a list of names in alphabetical order.
16k A utility program which changes numbers train base 10 to bases 2-16. Input number range is I to 16 ,775,215.
16k A utility for copying programs from one disk to another.
16k A demonstration of PET disk drive commands.
32k Stares directories of several disks on one disk.
16k A subroutine which permits plotting to quarter character graphics; can be merged into a user's program.
Ilk A utility which enables conversion between box and decimal numbers.
32k Provides Instruction In the use of the keyboard - Cursor Controls , graphic characters, etc.
16k Demonstrates how basic Is stored in a microcomputer Oiiplays basic text and numeric storage ; printed output.
Ilk Uncompacts programs from multi-statement lines to single statement lines.
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DISK 01541 /1571/4040 0 PET $050
FORMAT 0 Amiga a CP/M 0 MS-DOS

PAID 0 Cash (Do not mall ash)
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0 MasterCard card a
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